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Summary 
Colloids provide ideal experimental model systems to study fundamental problems in 
statistical physics, such as crystallisation, as well as being of great relevance in industry 
and natural processes. 
Assemblies of hard-sphere particles constitute the simplest model colloidal systems to 
show an ordering transition. Yet, the crystal structure of such a model system has 
not been established unambiguously. Recent simulations suggest that the equilibrium 
structure of hard sphere crystals is face centred cubic (fcc). The calculated free energy 
difference between this structure and other close-packed orderings, however, is very 
small ( 10 3 kBT). Recent experiments, performed in a space shuttle, have found 
that in microgravity, the particles arrange themselves in random hexagonal close-packed 
structures (rhcp). In 'normal' gravity, however, there is experimental evidence that in 
crystals grown slowly, despite many stacking faults, fcc ordering is favoured. 
We have studied the ageing of the crystal structure of model hard-sphere suspensions, 
using the light scattering equivalent of powder X-ray crystallography. By suspending 
the same colloidal particles in two different mixtures of solvents, we were able to tune 
the effect of gravity acting on the crystallites. The crystalline structure after nucleation 
and growth is found to be rhcp in all conditions. Over time a very slow rearrangement 
of the rhcp structure towards a more fcc-like ordering is observed in 'normal gravity', 
while in reduced gravity (increased buoyancy), the crystals retain their initial rhcp 
structure. A detailed study also shows that the crystal structure is affected by very 
small mechanical disturbances. We find that perturbations incurred during manual 
handling of the samples act as 'stimuli' to fcc nucleation. 
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Colloidal systems, or colloids, are complex fluids where at least one particulate (or 
disperse) phase is in the mesoscopic range, i.e. between nanometre and micrometre. 
This condition ensures that the constituent parts of this disperse phase are (i) large 
enough to be treated classically (and ignore quantum effects) and for the dispersion 
medium to be considered as a continuous matrix and (ii) small enough for Brownian 
motion to dominate over gravitational settling. 
The term 'colloid' comes from the greek ,cóA\c meaning glue and reflects the property 
of such particles to easily stick to each other and to many kinds of surfaces. This comes 
from the fact that a particle of colloidal size has a very large surface area compared to 
that of an atom while their thermal energy is the same (kT). 
The disperse phase(s) and the dispersion medium may consist of any of the three 
states of matter, gas, liquid and solid. As illustrated in table 1.1, manifestations of 
the colloidal domain surround us every day, in all possible combinations. In this thesis, 
however, we will be focusing only on colloidal sols, i.e. solid particles in a liquid medium. 
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1.3: THESIS LAYOUT 
The advantages of colloids as experimental model systems are manifold. It is possible, 
for example, to alter the size, the shape and even the interactions of colloidal particles. 
Their mesoscopic lengthscale makes them accessible to light scattering study and optical 
microscopy; it also means that they have longer structural relaxation times (cx: R3 ) - 
of the order of seconds to months as opposed to pico-seconds for atoms - allowing 
crystallisation and other phase separation processes to be followed in detail. 
1.3 Thesis layout 
This thesis presents two distinct experimental studies of colloids; a study of the struc-
ture of crystals of hard spheres, motivated by the long-unresolved question of the ther-
modynamically stable structure and the many recent results from newly-improved com-
puter simulations, and a study of the phase behaviour of hard spheres upon addition 
of non-adsorbing polymer, i.e. a system with tunable attractive interactions and thus 
of fundamental but also industrial interest. 
The thesis is split into two main sections, corresponding to the two different systems 
we have studied; the first section, comprising chapters 2 to 5, deals with the basic 
hard-sphere system, while the second section, chapters 6 and 7, treats mixtures of hard 
spheres with non-adsorbing polymer. 
In chapter 2, the ideal hard-sphere system is first introduced, then the key issues for 
creating colloidal hard-sphere model systems for experiments are discussed. Finally, 
the crystal phase is considered and the expected crystal structures are discussed. 
Chapter 3 introduces the technique of light scattering and the advantages of using light 
scattering techniques to probe colloids. The emphasis is thereafter put on static light 
scattering techniques only. The main theoretical points are presented first, along with 
the assumptions required. Then, the theory for the scattering by dilute suspensions 
is presented and its use to characterise colloids is discussed. Finally, the use of static 
light scattering to study the structure of colloidal crystals is presented, by analogy to 
powder X-ray crystallography of atomic systems. 





Hard-sphere colloidal suspensions 
A thorough understanding of the hard-sphere system is important as it constitutes a 
basic model of condensed matter in equilibrium statistical mechanics as well as non-
equilibrium statistical mechanics and suspension dynamics. 
Ideal suspensions of identical hard spheres exist only in theory. However, real systems 
can be synthesised which reproduce the behaviour of this system extremely well. In 
this chapter, the ideal hard-sphere system is first introduced, then the key issues in 
creating model systems for experiments are considered. Finally the crystalline phases 
formed at high concentrations are discussed. 
2.1 The ideal hard-sphere system 
2.1.1 Particle interactions 
Ideal hard spheres are perfectly rigid bodies which only interact with one another at 
touching. Their rigidity means that when they come into contact, they experience 
infinite repulsive forces which prevent any deformation or overlap. This is illustrated 
in figure 2.1, which plots the pair potential for hard spheres of radius R. Such a system 
where all the particles have the same size is called monodisperse. 
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2.1: THE IDEAL HARD-SPHERE SYSTEM 
referred to as the freezing and melting volume fractions (ci'  and OM), respectively. 
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Figure 2.2: The hard sphere equation of state. 
At volume fractions below the freezing volume fraction OF,  the fluid is the stable 
phase. Its equation of state is given approximately but accurately by the expression of 
Carnahan and Starling [1969]. 
Between the freezing and melting volume fractions, a fluid phase at q = OF coexists 
with a crystal phase at ç = q. In this region and up to 0 = 0.64 (the random close-
packed limit, cf. Schaertl and Sillescu [1994]), a better expression for the equation of 
state of the metastable fluid is given in Woodcock [1981]. The equation of state for the 
solid can be found in Hall [1970]. 
Finally, at volume fractions above the melting volume fraction OM, the stable phase is 
a solid. 
2.2: HARD-SPHERE COLLOID MODEL SYSTEMS 
long-range interactions can exhibit a phase transition to a state of long-range order. As 
shown by Hoover and Ree [1968], the phase transition is entropy driven. Although it can 
appear counter-intuitive, since increasing entropy is conventionally seen as the driving 
force towards 'disorder', it becomes clear when one considers the two contributions 
to the total entropy of the system separately: the global entropy of the system S 0 j 
(configurational entropy) and the local entropies of the individual particles Sj (free 
volume entropy). Figure 2.4 illustrates this in two dimensions (i.e. for hard discs). 
Shown in (a) is a fluid state at high volume fraction. This disordered state has a high 
configurational entropy Sf but at such a high volume fraction it becomes jammed and 
the individual discs have no room for movement, the free volume entropy of the system 
Sj is low. Now at the same volume fraction if the discs are arranged in an ordered 
manner, as depicted in (b), S0j is decreased but the individual discs are now locally 
free to move around, Sj, is increased. One can now understand how crystallisation can 
take place. It will occur at a particle volume fraction where the decrease in S0j is 
more than offset by the increase in Sfv. 
(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 2.4: A 2-D schematic illustration of how the competition between configurational 
and free volume entropy can drive freezing. In (a) the random arrangement of the discs 
has high Sj but low S1, while an ordered arrangement of the same discs in the same 
box, as in (b), has low and high Sj. 
2.2 Hard-sphere colloid model systems 
There exist many ways to produce experimental colloidal models of hard spheres. Here 
we briefly review the main aspects that need to be taken into account and the different 
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2.2: HARD-SPHERE COLLOID MODEL SYSTEMS 
2.2.2 Stabilisation 
To avoid aggregation due to the van der Waals attractions it is necessary to stabilise the 
particles by providing a large positive potential barrier in V (r). The type of stabilisation 
required depends on the type of colloidal system studied. 
Charge Stabilisation 
Certain colloidal particles have ionisable groups on their surfaces which mostly disso-
ciate if the particles are dispersed in a polar solvent. The result is an electrical double 
layer surrounding each particle which provides a repulsive contribution to the particle's 
potential, stabilising the suspension against aggregation. This is called charge stabili-
sation. Figure 2.5 (a) illustrates one such particle with its electrical double layer. As a 
result of the ionic groups' dissociation at the surface of the particle, it is now charged 
(-ye in our example). The dissociated counterions (+ve)  have been partially dispersed 
by Brownian motion but remain in the particle's electric field. Effectively the parti-
cle now consists of a macroion surrounded by an ion cloud, which is composed of the 
counterions and the ions of any electrolyte present in the suspension (= the electrical 
double layer). When two macroions approach each other overlap of their double layers 
causes a repulsive force which can stabilise the particles against aggregation. Details of 
theoretical treatments of the electrical double layer can be found in Pusey [1991] and 
references therein. 
The archetypal model colloidal system of charge-stabilised particles is an aqueous sus-
pension of polystyrene spheres (see Vanderhoff et al. [1970] and Goodwin et al. [1973]). 
These systems were amongst the first to be synthesised and are now widely available 
commercially. Such particles are made up of linear polystyrene molecules assembled in 
such a way that the hydrophilic groups at the end of the chains reside primarily at the 
particle surfaces. In any polar solvent, these surface groups ionise, discharging counte-
rions, often H+,  leaving the particles negatively charged. These systems are essentially 
exploited for their adjustable stability to different ranges of particle repulsions. Col-
loidal silica particles are also charge-stabilised when prepared (e. g. Iler [1957], Stöber 
et al. [1968]). However they have a complex surface chemistry which does not make 
13 
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Steric Stabilisation 
Steric stabilisation is achieved by coating the colloidal particles with a layer of polymers. 
When two polymer coated surfaces approach each other they experience a force once 
the outer segments begin to overlap. This interaction usually leads to a repulsive 
osmotic force due to the unfavourable entropy associated with compressing the chains 
between the surfaces. Theories of steric interactions are complex and beyond the scope 
of this thesis; interested readers are directed to Vrij [1976], Fleer and Scheutjens [1982], 
de Gennes [1987]. The forces involved depend on the quantity or coverage of the 
polymer on each surface, on whether the polymer is physically adsorbed from solution 
(reversible process) or chemically grafted onto the surfaces (irreversible process), and 
finally on the quality of the solvent used (poor, theta, or good solvent for the coating 
polymer). Figure 2.5 (b) shows a schematic of one particle with a layer of polymer 
around it providing steric stabilisation against aggregation with other particles. 
As we mentioned earlier silica particles are a common example of sterically stabilised 
colloids since a variety of polymers can be chemically grafted on their surfaces. Another 
model system of sterically stabilised particles consists of spherical colloidal aggregates of 
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) molecules with poly-12-hydroxystearic acid (PESA) 
chemically grafted on the particle surface. This is the experimental system we have 
used; it will be described in more detail in Chapter 4. 
2.2.3 Limitations 
Although some charge-stabilised systems have been shown to closely resemble hard-
spheres (e. g. Papir and Krieger [1970], Piazza et al. [1993], Dinsmore et al. [1995]), 
sterically stabilised colloidal suspensions are usually preferred since they are less com-
plex. Nevertheless there are limitations to the adequacy of these systems as ideal 
monodisperse hard-sphere models. The two main limiting factors are the slight soft-
ness of the potential and the inevitable presence of some degree of size polydispersity. 
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Haymet [1988] and Barrat and Hansen [1986] predicted cc 0.05 and 0.06-0.07, respec-
tively. Boihuis and Kofke [1996] performed Monte Carlo simulations on near-Gaussian 
size distributed hard spheres, which for the first time allowed for size fractionation, 
and found substantial partitioning between the two coexisting phases; at the terminus, 
fractionation was even found to be most significant and the respective polydispersities 
for the fluid and solid phases were cc = 0.118 and 0.057 (with a smaller mean size in 
the fluid). However a more recent theoretical study by Bartlett [1997] of the effects of 
polydispersity in hard spheres mixtures, using a mean-field approximation, predicted a 
much more limited fractionation between the two coexisting phases (< 1% at all points 
in the phase diagram) and a critical polydispersity cc = 0.083. 
Experimentally, polydispersity has also been found to affect the phase behaviour of hard 
sphere suspensions. As predicted by simulations and theory, experiments have shown 
that above a certain size polydispersity the crystallisation transition is suppressed alto-
gether. Pusey [1991] found that a nearly hard-sphere suspension with a 0.12 showed 
no crystallisation over several months. Moreover, at a 0.075, the samples crystallized 
only slowly in the coexistence region and not at all above the melting concentration. 
Similar observations were reported by Fairhurst [1999]; no crystallisation was observed 
for suspensions with a 0.18 and only slow crystallisation was reported for a 0.095, 
at concentrations 0.52 < cc < 0.56, above which no fully crystalline behaviour was 
observed. 
For this work, we selected colloid batches with as low polydispersities as possible. The 
particles used have or 6%, unless otherwise stated (see chapter 4 for experimental 
methods). Their phase-behaviour was also studied to ensure it complied with that 
predicted for quasi- monodisperse hard spheres. 
2.2.4 Evidence for nearly hard-sphere behaviour 
The very first experimental study of the freezing transition of nearly hard-sphere col-
bids was done by Kose and Hachisu [1974] using suspensions of PMMA spheres in 
the interatomic spacing. By analogy, Pusey [1987] infered that when a significant fraction of particles 
have diameters greater than the mean interparticle spacing, at the melting concentration, distortion of 
the putative lattice suppresses crystallisation. 
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2.3: CRYSTAL STRUCTURES 
as Pusey and van Megen [1986]. They found that in their system of PMMA-PHSA 
spheres suspended in mixtures of cis-decahydronaphtalene and tetrahydronaphtalene 
the melting transition occured at a volume fraction of 0.552, giving = 0.117. 
OF 
Further work on PMMA-PHSA in cis-decahydronaphtalene and carbon disulphide by 
Underwood et at. [1994] found a melting concentration of 0.545 agreeing almost exactly 
with the predicted value q. Furthermore this value was found to be independent of 
the particle radius and the refractive index of the medium. Measurements of viscosities, 
diffusion coefficients and sedimentation velocities also agreed with those expected for 
hard-spheres. 
Recently some more work has been done by Phan et at. [1996] to test the behaviour of 
these dispersions against expectations for hard spheres. The work was done on PMMA-
PHSA particles suspended in mixtures of decahydronaphtalene and tetrahydronaphta-
lene. Through observations of the phase-behaviour they found that the melting transi-
tion occurred close to the expected value for hard spheres. Furthermore the equation of 
state for the fluid phase, which they extracted from X-ray densitometry measurements 
on equilibrium sediments, conformed to the Carnahan-Starling equation (see 2.1.2). 
2.3 Crystal structures 
Let us now take a closer look at the crystalline phase of these hard-sphere systems. 
Exactly what crystal structure should be expected? 
Because of the short-ranged isotropic nature of the hard-sphere potential it is expected 
that the structure will be close packed. In fact this was suggested centuries ago by 
Kepler [1611] to account for the six-fold symmetry of snowflakes. In a booklet published 
in 1611 he conjectured that the densest arrangement of equal balls is the cannon-ball 
arrangement, obtained by stacking triangular layers of balls, placing each layer as tightly 
as possible on top of the previous layer (= close packing), " ...The packing will be the 
tightest possible, so that in no other arrangement could more pellets be stuffed into 
the same container." This assertion, which has come to be well known as the Kepler 
conjecture, has gone for centuries without rigorous proof until 1998, when a complete 
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Figure 2.6: Close-packing of spheres. (a) represents a close-packed plane of spheres with 
each sphere in contact with six others. (b) shows the superposition of one close-packed 
plane of spheres (shaded) on another (unshaded). (c) shows the nomenclature of close-
packed planes, with the two positions B and C that a second layer can adopt. From this the 
positions of the two planes shown in (b) correspond to A (lower, unshaded) and B (upper, 
shaded). 
other sequences of close-packed planes are possible, such as ABACABAC.., and ABAB-
CABABC..., but ABCABC... and ABABAB ... are the two simplest and the only two 
where each sphere is related to every other by either the lattice translation or a sym-
metry operation. 
Figure 2.7: Schematic representations of (a) hcp and (b) fcc stackings. 
The degree of randomness in the stacking of planes is commonly quantified by a pa-
rameter a representing the probability that any two layers separated by another have 
different lateral positions. A value of a = 1 therefore corresponds to fcc stacking while 
a = 0 corresponds to hcp. A completely random sequence will have a = 0.5 (rhcp). 
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the a, b and c axes. One way of labelling each set of parallel planes would therefore 
be to quote the smallest intersection distances. However, by convention, we use the 
reciprocals of the intersection distances, these numbers are known as the Miller indices, 
h, k and 1. The notation used is (hkl); the set of (hkl) planes divide a into h equal 
parts, b into k parts and c into I parts. When h = 0, the planes intersect the a-axis 
at infinity, so the (Okl) planes are parallel to the a-axis. Similarly, the (hOl) planes are 
parallel to b and the (hk0) planes are parallel to c. 
Figure 2.9: Calculation of the separation of the planes (hkO) in terms of the Miller indices 
for a square lattice. 
The Miller indices are very useful for expressing the separation of planes. The separa-
tion of the (hk0) planes in the square lattice shown in figure 2.9 is given by 
a 
dhko= 
(h2  + k2 )2 
(2.7) 
By extension to three dimensions the separation of the (hkl) planes of a cubic lattice 




(h2  + k2  + 12) 
The corresponding expression for a general orthorhombic lattice is 
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PA 
Figure 2.11: The primitive unit cell of the hexagonal close-packed structure. Also shown is 
the conventional choice of crystallographic axes x, y and z. 
Ii] 
A 
(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 2.12: fcc and hcp structures, (a) and (b) respectively. 
packing fraction 4 = 7r/3\/ 	0.7405. This is easily calculated from either of the 
two structures fcc or hcp. For example in the fcc case, the unit cell has a volume 
V CeII = a3 where a = 2/R, R being the particle radius (fig. 2.13). And the four 
particles contained in the unit cell occupy a volume 	= 4 x 7rR3 . Therefore particles 
25 
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the exact equilibrium crystal structure of hard-spheres has been the subject of some 
controversy for years. 
The first numerical studies of the entropy difference between fcc and hcp crystals go 
back to the late 1960s. The entropies were obtained by integration of the pressure, 
calculated from molecular dynamics simulations (Alder et al. [1968], Alder et al. [1969], 
Young and Alder [1974]). However these early studies could not detect any entropy 
difference between the two structures. A decade later, Frenkel and Ladd [1984] used a 
new Monte-Carlo method to compute the free-energy of the two structures and found 
that the entropy difference per sphere AS = Sj cc - Shp was in the range —0.001 < 
AS < 0.002, in units of kB,  indeed very small. Around the same time Colot and Baus 
[1985] studied the fcc-hcp structural phase transition using density-functional theory 
and their results indicated that the free energy difference between the two structures was 
too small to be evaluated. Also using density-functional theory Iglói [1986] found that 
the fcc structure was slightly more stable than the hcp structure; note that again the 
calculated difference in the grand potentials was very small and of the same magnitude 
as the error associated with the calculations. 
More recently, new computer simulation techniques have been used that allow very 
small entropy differences to be more accurately resolved than ever before, the so-called 
multicanonical Monte Carlo method with various implementations. These studies have 
shown that fcc is entropically favoured over hcp, with an entropy difference AS 
10 3 kB per sphere and a statistical error in AS down to as low as 10 5 kB. The main 
results are summarised in table 2.1, including the corresponding literature. As shown 
in the table the new multicanonical Monte-Carlo methods obtain substantially smaller 
statistical errors for this problem than the more conventional integration methods, 
offering good evidence that the fcc structure is entropically favoured over hcp. 
As the free-energy difference between these two phases is so small, it would be realistic 
to expect spontaneous generation of stacking faults. Indeed, recent experiments have 
found that the structure of hard-sphere crystals was highly faulted. A study by Pusey 
et al. [1989], based on light scattering measurements of powder diffraction patterns of 
crystals, showed that the structure was essentially completely random hexagonal close- 
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ference Ap, where Lp = Pparticles - Psolvent. We have also studied the possible effects of 
small disturbances on the crystal structure which have not been previously considered. 
This work will be presented in chapter 5. But first, in the next chapter, we introduce 
the technique of light scattering and its various uses for the study of colloidal systems. 
We will show in detail how it can be used to probe colloidal crystals, via the light 
scattering equivalent of powder X-ray crystallography. 
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Chapter 3 
Static Light Scattering 
The phenomenon of light scattering plays .a major role in our visual perception of the 
world. Indeed, one would see quite a different world if the fine layer of air around our 
planet were truly uniform in density and did not contain tiny particles of solid or liquid 
matter. Of course there would be no clouds, fog or mist but less obvious is the fact that 
the sky would appear black and sunsets would be devoid of colour. All these colourful 
effects result from light scattering in the air. The electrons of the molecules that make 
up the earth's atmosphere absorb principally in the ultraviolet spectral region and do 
not absorb appreciable visible light. However when a molecule is illuminated by light 
that is not absorbed its electrons are still driven to oscillate slightly at the frequency of 
the incident electromagnetic light wave. The oscillating electrons then become a weak 
source of radiation, re-emitting light at the frequency of the driving light wave. Most 
of the incident light is unaffected but a small fraction is scattered. The fraction of the 
incident light that the molecules scatter depends on the frequency (or wavelength, A) 
of the light. Short wavelengths are scattered more effectively than long. A calculation 
by Lord Rayleigh shows that the scattering efficiency is proportional to A (Rayleigh 
[1881]); therefore blue light (A 	400nm) is scattered about 7 times more efficiently 
than red light (A 	650nm). It is just this Rayleigh scattering that produces the 
blue colour of the sky. It also accounts for the redness of the sun at sunset, where 
the sunlight reaching us (through a longer atmospheric path, since the sun is at the 
horizon) is deficient in blue light and richer in the long wavelength components that are 
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3.1 Scattering theory 
The theoretical analysis of light scattering can be quite complex. However we shall 
make a few assumptions about the scattering conditions which are all justifiable exper- 
imentally and under which the analysis of the scattering data is considerably simplified. 
We assume that the particles are constructed from a nonabsorbing dielectric material, 
so that no energy is absorbed by the particles in the course of the scattering event. 
Mathematically this means that the relative refractive index m, equal to the ratio of 
the refractive index of the particle to that of the surrounding fluid m = is a real nsolv 
quantity. 
A further assumption we make is that the particles do not distort the incident wavefront. 
This is known as the weak scattering limit and corresponds to the Rayleigh-Gans-Debye 
condition 
2kR(m - 1) << 1 	 (3.1) 
where k = 27r/A is the propagation constant for the incident radiation of wavelength A 
and R is the radius of the particles. When this condition is satisfied the light incident 
at any elemental volume is not affected by the presence of the rest of the particle. 
Thus each volume scatters the 'same' incident light*.  Each elemental volume then acts 
as a Rayleigh scatterer, that is a small scattering volume (compared to the incident 
wavelength) which scatters isotropically according to Rayleigh theory (Kerker [1969]). 
The total scattered field is therefore equal to the sum of the electric fields scattered 
from each elemental scattering volume. In other words, under Rayleigh- G ans-Debye 
conditions, the scattering at some angle by a particle is given by the interference of 
fields scattered from all parts of the particle. 
We also assume that the light scattered by any inhomogeneities in the suspension 
medium is negligible compared to that scattered by the particles. Experimentally, any 
residual solvent scattering is removed by background subtraction. 
The next assumption is that we only observe Fraunhofer diffraction rather than Fresnel 
This is also known as the single scattering approximation. The equivalent condition in quantum 
phenomena is called the first Born approximation. 
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the amplitude of the scattered electric field detected at an angle C is 
E (m —1)  
d E(r, t) x 	 e ( 8 - wt)dV 	 (3.2) 
r8 A 2 
where r3 is the distance between the scattering volume dV and the detector, A is the 
wavelength of the incident light in the elemental volume dv, A = A0/n30i, and 8q is 
the phase difference between the wave scattered by dV and a reference wave at the 
origin 0 (see fig. 3.1). Since the wavelength of the scattered light is unchanged, the 
difference in phase is given by the magnitude of the wave-vector, k k 2 = k 3 = 27r/A, 
times the difference in path lengths Ss. As can be seen in figure 3.1, the difference in 
path lengths is given by 
68= 	. j() --.r(t) 	 (3.3) 
And since k 	= k, the phase shift 60 is 
SO = k6s = (k2 - k) . r(t) = -Q r(t) 	 (3.4) 
where the scattering wave-vector is defined by Q 	- k 2 , as shown in figure 3.1. Its 
magnitude therefore depends on the scattering angle 0, as well as on the properties of 
the scattering object and the incident light; it is given by 
4ir 	(0 
Q = -sin (3.5) 
Therefore equation 3.2 can be rewritten as 
dE(r, Q, t) x 
E (flpart - n0i) e 2L)t eiqr(t) dV 	 (3.6) 
- 	A 2 r8 
At this point we shall note that the first terms of this equation, E1, - , 	and eilt T.
are all independent of the scattering angle. Therefore for each scattering experiment 
they are only proportionality constants. Although they are not to be discarded, from 
now on we will not include them explicitly in our expressions. Similarly, the fact that 
the expressions are instantaneous, corresponding to instantaneous positions r(t) will 
also be made implicit. We will, for example, express the electric field scattered by an 
elemental volume dV as 
dE(r, Q) = An 
eiQ.r  dV 	 (3.7) 
where An is the difference between the refractive index of the volume element and that 
of the surroundings. 
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Scattering by many particles 
Consider now the scattering by an arbitrary volume of colloidal suspension. The scat-
tered field by this system of N spherical and isotropic particles is then written as a 
sum over the contributions from all the individual spheres, 
Eâ(Q) = E b(Q) ejQ.r 	 (3.13) 
assuming that all the particles have the same refractive index, see 3.1. If we also 
assume that the particles are identical, then b3 (Q) b(Q). The amplitude term can 
therefore be taken out of the summation, and the expression for the scattered field 
becomes 
E(Q) 	 (3.14) 
3.1.2 Scattered intensity 
The instantaneous scattered intensity is given by the square modulus of the electric 
field, 
I(Q, t) = IE(Q, t) 1 2 	 (3.15) 
which for identical particles gives 
N 	N 
I(Q,t) = b(Q)I2 e 2 Q 1'i E e Q'1c 	 (3.16) 
j=1 	k=1 
using equation 3.14 for E(Q,t). 
In experiments (on disordered colloidal systems or crystalline powders of colloids) the 
scattered intensity measured, 1(Q), is an average value (a time average in disordered 
systems, an ensemble average in polycrystalline systems): 
NN 
1(Q) 	(1(Q)) = 	 (3.17) 
j=1 k=1 
This expression can be rewritten as 
1(Q) = N b(0)1 2 P(Q) S(Q) 	 (3.18) 
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Monodisperse form factor 
For a system of homogeneous and monodisperse spherical particles of radius R the form 
factor can be calculated analytically. The scattering amplitude for a single sphere was 
given in equation 3.12; integration of this expression in spherical coordinates yields 




ds 	 (3.25) I 	Qs 
and integration by parts gives the final expression for the amplitude as 
"sin QR - QR cos QR'\ 
b(Q) =rR An 	
(QR) 3/3 	) 	
(3.26) 




9 ( sin QR_QR cos QR  
which is now only a function of the product QR. A plot of P(QR) is shown in figure 
3.3. As Q -+ 0, the form factor P(QR) -+ 1, since it is normalised by the amplitude 
at Q = 0. Due to destructive interference, it also vanishes at certain scattering angles. 
The position of these zeros can easily be found from equation 3.27; they will occur 
whenever.  QR = tan QR, i.e. at QR = 4.4934, 7.7253, 10.9041, ..., (n + ir. 
This result is very useful experimentally; it means that the form factor which can be 
obtained from the scattering by dilute suspensions provides a way to characterise par-
ticles. The shape of the curve gives information about the morphology of the particles 
(shape, internal structure, etc) and, from the values of the scattering wavevector where 
the zeros occur, one can directly determine the radius R of the particles. However this 
analysis is slightly complicated by the fact that the colloidal model systems used in ex-
periments are not perfect, as discussed in Chapter 2. There is no evidence that PMMA 
particles are not effectively perfectly spherical; however the assumption that they are 
also of the same size, i.e. monodisperse, and furthermore homogeneous is not strictly 
valid. We will investigate the effect of size polydispersity on the form factor in the next 
section, but first let us consider the departure from the perfect optical homogeneity 
that we have assumed so far. 
Near index-matching conditions, when the difference in refractive index between the 
particles and the solvent is very small, the particle form factor can be affected by 
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n(s) s2 ds 	 (3.29) 
art 




Distance from centre of particle, s 
Figure 3.4: Refractive index profile n(s) for a radially inhomogeneous sphere of radius R. 
The radial variations in the refractive index, sn(s), defined relative to TTpart  can be read 
off the right-hand side axis. 
sum of equation 3.26, as for homogeneous spheres and equation 3.25, with An = n(s), 
to account for the internal optical inhomogeneity of the particles: 
Isin QR - QRcosQR 
b(Q) = irR An ( 
	(QR) 3/3 	
) +47r  IR 
 s An(s) sin Qs ds 	(3.30) 
where An = apart - n30i. 
This additional term does not vanish for QR = tan QR, therefore the form factor zeros 
will be shifted from the expected values found for homogeneous spheres. However this 
term is independent of the solvent refractive index n3 ; as a result n30 1 can be used 
as a variable to determine the optical radius of the particles. Let us consider the 
form factors of the particles in different solvents, with different refractive indices. For 
Q R = tanQR they will all have zero first terms and an identical non-zero second term. 
The form factors for different n30 1 all cross at QR = tan QR, called the 'isoscattering 
points' (Hicki and Ballauff [1997]). Determination of this crossing point will therefore 
yield the value of the optical radius of the particles (e.g. R = 4 • 4934/Qross for the 
first crossing point). If one is to use this experimentally one has to make sure that 
By 'optical radius' we mean the outer radius defined by the value of s when n(s) = 
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Figure 3.5: Theoretical form factors for monodisperse spheres with a core of radius 
Rcore = 250nm and refractive index corg = 1.490 and a shell of 12nm thickness, i.e. 
RshelI = 262nm, and n,h,11 = 1.496. The form factors plotted are for different solvents 
with refractive indices 1.487 < < 1.499, see legend. The optical radius of the particles 
can be calculated from the values of Q at the 'isoscattering points', where all the curves 
intersect, Oross.  Here Qc'ross = 1.714 x 107 m 1 giving R = 44934/Qross = 262nm. 
the core and the shell scatter positively and the first zero in the form factor occurs at a 
high wave vector. For a solvent of refractive index n301,, such that ncore < nsoiv < nshell 
the core scatters negatively whereas the shell still scatters positively and the first zero 
in the form factor occurs at a lower wave vector. For one specific value of the solvent 
refractive index n 01, in this range, the first zero coincides with the origin (in our case 
1.4908, not shown) and for ncore <;01 < so1v < shell the previously sec-
ondary zero of the form factor becomes the first, at a high wave vector. Finally when 
core < nshell < nsolv both core and shell scatter negatively and the first zero of the 
form factor again lies at a large wave vector, decreasing slightly as ni is increased. 
As we saw earlier, despite the fact that the positions of the zeros change as the value 
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nso!v 
Figure 3.7: V/7- (Q -4 0) plotted against the solvent refractive index so1v  for the system 
considered in figure 3.5. The scattered intensity vanishes for n"* which corre-
sponds to the effective refractive index of the particles iipart. 
to be accounted for. Let us go back to equation 3.22 which corresponds to the intensity 
scattered by a dilute suspension of identical particles. This expression can now be 
rewritten allowing for different scattering amplitudes b3 (Q, R)'s corresponding to the 
scattering from particles of different sizes: 
1(Q) 	Ib(Q)I 2  + 	b(Q) bk(Q) (eiQ.rj 
) 
Ke —
iQ - rk 	(3.37) 
j=1 koj,1 




b(Q)I 2 	 (3.38) 
Therefore the polydisperse form factor is given by 




Using the definition of the form factor as given by equation 3.19, the term lb3  (Q)l 2  can 
be replaced by lb3 (0)1 2P(QR) where P(QR3 ) is the monodisperse form factor given 
by equation 3.27 corresponding to particles of radius R3 . The polydisperse form factor 
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3.1.4 Concentrated systems 
The expression for the intensity scattered by concentrated colloidal suspensions was 
derived earlier, see equation 3.17. As we mentioned, it can be decoupled into two dis-
tinct contributions, see equation 3.18, namely the particle form factor P(Q) and the 
static structure factor S(Q), providing a simple method for extracting structural infor-
mation. Indeed, experimentally one can directly obtain the structure factor by mea-
suring the total scattered intensity from a concentrated colloidal suspension, 1(Q) = 
N (b(0)) 2 P(Q) S(Q), and the scattering from a dilute suspension in identical experi-
mental conditions, i(Q)dilute = Ndilut e (b(0)) 2 P(Q) (equation 3.24); S(Q) can thereafter 
be obtained through 
S(Q) -- Ndilute 1(Q) 
 N 	I(Q)dilute 	
(3.42) 
where N and Ndilute are the number of particles contained in the concentrated and 
dilute scattering volumes respectively. 
The static structure factor S(Q) represents a measure of the spatial correlations in 
the particle positions. This can be shown explicitly by considering the pair distribu-
tion function g(r), which represents the probability of finding a particle at distance r 
from a particle at the origin, normalised by the particle number density p, and where 
g(r)47rr2pdr corresponds to the number of particles lying within the spherical shell of 
thickness dr at radius r centred on a particle at the origin. Let us go back to the 
expression used to define the static structure factor (equation 3.20): 
NN 
S(Q) = .(rj—rk)) ( eiQ 
j=1 k1 
As shown in Appendix this can be rewritten in terms of the pair distribution function 
g(r) as 
S(Q) = 1 + P [g(r) - 1] eiQ.r  d 3  r 	 (3.43) 
which may also be written as 
S(Q) = 1 + ph(Q) 	 (3.44) 
where h(Q) is simply the Fourier transform of [g(r) - 1]. Therefore the structure factor 
S(Q) is essentially the Fourier transform of the real-space structure of the system of 
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to the problem. 
3.2.1 Reciprocal space structure 
To describe the real-space structure the set of crystal axes x, y, z is chosen so that 
x and y are hexagonal axes in a close-packed plane, and z lies normal to this plane. 
The unit cell chosen corresponds to half the conventional hexagonal close-packed unit 
cell, so that a = b and c = which corresponds to the distance between two 
neighbouring layers. The plane of a and b is taken as the reference layer, of type A 
(arbitrary choice). 
We know a priori that the diffracted intensity is concentrated, on rows which are normal 
to this reference plane and which go through the nodes of the reciprocal lattice. This 
reciprocal lattice can therefore be built up on the vectors a*  and  b* normal to the 
real-space lattice vectors a and b. Thus the problem is reduced to the calculation of 
the scattering at points whose coordinates are i/c on the hk rows, see figure 3.9. 
The relative displacement between two adjacent layers is given by the vector (a+2b) 
or the vector A (2a+b), depending on the stacking positions (AB or AC if the reference 









where f is the particle's scattering amplitude 11 . Similarly, the scattering amplitude by 
a unit cell of layer C is given by 
h—k 
F = f e 	
[(2a+b)] = 
f 	
rj 	= F 	 (3.46) 
Accordingly, not all the hk rows will be affected by the presence of stacking faults. For 
the rows hk such that h k is integral, whatever the number of faults, the scattering 
amplitude is the same as if the lattice were regular. Along these rows the intensity 
appears as points (or nodes, due to the finite size of the crystals) which correspond to 
those Bragg reflections common to both perfect fcc and perfect hcp structures. The 
We have implicitly assumed that all particles were identical. 
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planes A, B and C should be the same II.  Therefore (Fl7+m)  can be written as 




Pm F + 1 Pm (F* + Ft)] 
Pm F + 1 m (F + Ft)] 
PmF + 1 (F + Ffl] (3.47) 
This expression can be rewritten using equations 3.45 and 3.46 for the scattering am-







When the arrangement of the layers is random, for large values of m, Pm tends to J . 
Pm can therefore be expressed as (+Qm)  where Qm tends to zero as the arrangement 
becomes random. Equation 3.48 can be rewritten in terms of Qm : 
(FiF7m)/f2 = 1 + 
2 cos (2ir &) 
+ Q"'[i - cos (21r 
h - k)] 	
(3.49) 
3 
For any system of N parallel (001) lattice planes of the same shape, but irregularly 
displaced one with respect to another, the scattered intensity along the hk rows varies 
according to** 
+N 
1(1) = 	E(. - i;
[ ) ( F:jFj+m)  e2m 	 (3.50) 
-N 
where V is the volume of the unit cell of the crystal lattice. Accordingly, for a structure 
with stacking faults, the scattered intensity along the hk rows can be expressed as 
f 2 I I1+2 cos (2ir .&)1 +N  1(1) 
= 	L 	j 	(i_ 
ii) 27rilm 
+ [i - cos (21r 
h - k)] - i11) Qm e27 m} 	(3.51) 
For rows hk such that h - k is integral then cos (27r h - k) = 1, therefore the first 
term reduces to the summation term and the second term vanishes. Hence for these 
rows the intensity will consist of nodes with periodicity 11c as for a perfectly regular 
1 We assume that the crystal is not too small and sufficiently disordered. 
of this result can be found in Guinier [1963] pp.  209. 
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V 5/4+ cos 2irl 
A plot of the intensity 1(1) as a function of 1 is shown in figure 3.10. The function has 
maxima at 1 = n + , and minima at 1 = n, where n is an integer; the ratio of the 
maxima to the minima is 	= 9. This result is important as it shows that even in 
1/3 
the case of the greatest disorder which can exist in a close-packed arrangement, the 
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Figure 3.10: The function 1(1) for a close-packed structure in which the A, B and C planes 
are arranged at random (a = 0.5), giving the scattering power along the rows (001). 
Now, let us consider the other arrangements, starting with 0 < a < 0.5, and then 
0.5> a > 1, for which one must also allow for the second neighbours. 
1(1) for structures with 0 < a <0.5: 
Let us consider the close-packed hexagonal arrangement (hcp, a = 0), and assume 
that the probability of a fault is small (Wilson [1942]). After the pair AB we should 
have A, but we assume that there is a small probability a of finding C. We can again 
find a recurrence relation between the probabilities, which now also involves the second 
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them. The broadening is proportional to the disorder and only affects the nodes on the 
hk rows such that h k is not integral. 
1(1) for structures with 0.5 < a <1: 
At this other end of the a spectrum are the cases of faulty cubic lattices, corresponding 
to hexagonal arrangements such as ABCABACBAC ... These can be treated by analo-
gous hypotheses. If j3 is the probability of such a fault, then equation 3.59 still holds if 
we replace a by 1 - / 3. And if 8 is small, Pm can be written, to a first approximation, 
as 
Pm=+(1fi) cos 2m
7r ml 	— 	 ( 3.62) 
3 













+00 	 •1 
+ (1 - 8) 17r e2 (1 - 	m 	 (3.64) 
-00 
Therefore there are two series of intensity maxima situated at 1 = — +n and 1 = 
where it is an integer. 
However, as we mentioned, this is only an approximate solution. We have neglected 
the sine term in the expression for Pm , which is not zero if 8 is different from zero. The 
intensity then has a sine term of the form 
+00 
(1 - /3)ImI sin 2IrnIlr2irjlm 	 (3.65) 
-00 
which can be written as 
00 
2irm 
2 	(1 - /3) sin ---- cos(27rlm) 
0 
co 
= (1_/3)m  sin [2(l+) m] 
0 
00 
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From a point R, chosen as the origin of the reciprocal space, we have drawn the vector 
Figure 3.12: The reciprocal space explored by successive sections through the Ewald sphere. 
RO = - k 2 and, using 0 as the centre, we have then drawn the sphere of radius 
k. This is the Ewald sphere. The points S at the surface of this sphere define all the 
possible vectors OS = k 8 with ki k, and all the corresponding vectors RS represent 
the scattering vectors Q, with Q = sin So effectively, the investigation of the 
diffraction by a fixed object and for a given incident ray, in all space, can be reduced 
to the determination of the values of the diffracted intensity 1(Q) at the surface of the 
Ewald sphere; any reciprocal lattice point hkl which happens to fall on the surface of 
the sphere represents a set of planes (hkl) for which the Bragg law is satisfied. 
In the case of the diffraction by a polycrystalline specimen, or powder, the Ewald sphere 
proves also useful, but an additional step is required. In powders, the crystallites are 
randomly oriented, therefore to calculate the diffraction pattern one has to carry out 
an orientational averaging. This additional step is not as difficult to perform as antici-
pated, it can be achieved by rotating the Ewald sphere through all possible orientations 
around the origin of the reciprocal space (000). This is shown schematically in figure 
3.13. For each scattering angle 0 the corresponding scattering vectors coalesce into 
concentric spheres around the origin of the reciprocal space. Therefore contributions 
to the scattered intensity by a powder at scattering vector Q are proportional to the 
product of the fraction of the area of the Q-sphere surface which intersects a feature in 
reciprocal space (a node of the reciprocal lattice, for perfect crystals) and the intensity 
of this feature. 
The construction for the case of a perfect fcc lattice is shown in figure 3.14. The radius 
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(or nodes, due to the finite size of the crystallites) at the surface of these spheres so 
the diffracted intensity consists simply of Bragg peaks. The relative intensity scattered 
by each set of planes depends only on the number of planes which are equivalent for 
reasons of symmetry, the multiplicity factor, n. 
For a crystal lattice containing stacking faults, the same procedure of orientational av-
eraging may be used. However since the reciprocal space structure is more complicated, 
the process becomes more arduous. As we have seen in the previous section, due to 
the presence of faults, the nodes of the reciprocal space lattice are not only broadened 
but also displaced. However since the faults only relate to the stacking of the planes, 
they affect only a specific direction of the reciprocal space, namely the intensity along 
the 1 axis. As a result, the reciprocal space of faulty hexagonal close-packed structures 
consists of nodes with periodicity 11c along those hk rows for which h k is an integer, 
and of rods, when h k is not integral, along which the intensity varies continuously 
with 1 in a manner determined by the stacking probability a, as we have seen in the 
previous section. Figure 3.15 depicts a section of the reciprocal space structure along 
the hk plane. The filled circles show the positions of the rows hk along which the 
intensity consists of nodes while the hollow circles represent those rows hk along which 
the intensity is modulated. A cross section along the hi plane (or the ki plane, since 
these two planes are equivalent for reasons of symmetry) is also drawn in figure 3.16; 
it shows the intensity distribution along the I axis in the case of a complete random 
hexagonal close-packed structure (with a = 0.5). 
Thus, due to the conformation of this reciprocal space structure, the area of the portion 
of the sphere that intersects the features can vary greatly depending on the magnitude 
of the scattering vector. Let us illustrate this by considering the simple case of the 
intersection of a circle and a strip (2-D equivalent of a sphere intersecting a rod), 
as shown in figure 3.17. As the Q-circle first crosses the strip, the arc-length of the 
intersection is very large compared to that at larger Q, hence the peak in the plot of 
the intersecting arc-length against Q. One can also see that as the width of the strip 
is increased the peak becomes broader. On the powder patterns this will result in a 
prepeak before the main Bragg peak, the width of which will be connected to the size 
of the crystallites, and the height to the intensity along the rods, determined by the 
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Figure 3.16: Reciprocal space of a complete rhcp structure (a = 0.5) in the hi plane. The 
filled circles represent the nodes distributed along the hk rows for which h - k is integral, 
with periodicity 11c. Along the other rows, the intensity is modulated; shades of grey are 
used to show the positions of the intensity maxima and minima in the case of a = 0.5. 
The plot on the right hand side shows the distribution of intensity along these rods more 
accurately. 
shown in figure 3.18. They were computed on the basis of the calculations by Loose 
and Ackerson [1994], following the steps outlined above (Henderson [1995]). As shown 
in figure 3.18 only a narrow range of Q-values is necessary to distinguish between the 
different structures. Indeed, the value of the stacking probability a has a considerable 
effect on the overall shape of the diffraction pattern. In this range of Q-values, the pat-
tern for a = 0, the regular hcp lattice, consists of four sharp Bragg peaks, corresponding 
to the four sets of planes (100), (001), (10) and (101) (or (100)h, (002)h p , (101)h p 
and (102)h in conventional hexagonal notationtt). As the stacking probability a is 
increased, the peaks broaden and all gradually fade away, except for the (001) peak 
which corresponds to the close-packed layers. At a = 0.5, which represents the case of 
a completely random stacking, the pattern has an unusual profile which consists of a 
broad band of diffuse scattering around the main Bragg peak. This diffuse scattering 
has a well-defined structure which comprises two main elements; a prepeak, before the 
lö avoid contusion with the notation, we have specified the indexing used by a subscript, e.g. 
(h1d)hp refers to the (hid) set of planes in conventional hexagonal notation, while (h1d)j refers to the 
(hkl) set of planes in cubic indexing. When no specification is given, we will be refering to the reduced 
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Figure 3.18: Computed diffraction patterns for various stacking probabilities a. 
3.3 Crystal structure from diffraction pattern 
Since we are working at non-zero temperatures, it is necessary to subtract the thermal 
diffuse scattering associated with the Brownian motions of the particles around their 
lattice sites, before we can fit the data. 
3.3.1 Thermal diffuse scattering 
As we saw in equation 3.17, the measured scattered intensity can be written as 1 : 
NN 
(1(Q)) = Ib(Q) 12 	(eQ('i_1k)) 
j=1 k=1 
II Under the assumption that the system studied can be considered as monodisperse. 
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For simplicity, let us now assume an Einstein model, where each particle fluctuates 
independently about its own equilibrium position; then for i =A j, (Lr3 . Ark) = 0. By 
separating the double summation in equation 3.72 into j = k (N terms) and j k 
(N 2 - N terms) we then obtain 
S(Q) = 	[e_22 N N (eQik)) + N (i - _
iQ 2 r2)] 
j=1 k=1 
which can also be written as 
S(Q) = C 3QLrS(Q) + (i_ _1Q2r2) 
where So(Q) represents the structure factor in the absence of thermal fluctuations (= 
frozen lattice with the particles sitting on their average positions T i ). It is therefore 
this quantity that corresponds to the computer generated patterns. As indicated by 
the two terms of equation 3.74, in this model, the effect of the Brownian motion of the 
particles on the diffraction pattern is two-fold. The first term reveals an attenuation 
1()2 	2 
of the reflections, by a factor of e 3" r The second term indicates the addition 
of a diffuse background scattering. The 'rigid-lattice' structure factor S o (Q) can there-
fore be obtained from the measured structure factor S(Q), by eliminating these two 
contributions, as follows: 
So (Q) = 	[s(Q) + 	 - i] 	 (3.75) 
The validity of this model can easily be argued, since in crystals the random thermal 
vibrations of the particles are clearly not independent. However, a rigorous treatment, 
i.e. taking into account the collective motions of the particles, would prove a lot more 
arduous and was not considered essential for the purpose of this work. 
3.3.2 Fitting the measured pattern 
Once (some) contribution for the Brownian motion of the particles on the diffraction 
patterns has been accounted for, we can proceed to fit the corrected data. The ad-
justable parameters used to compute the theoretical curves refer to the dimensions 




As mentioned in Chapter 2.2, under appropriate conditions, sterically stabilised col-
loidal suspensions can provide good experimental models of hard spheres. The system 
studied consists of sterically stabilised spherical particles dispersed in a solvent of sim-
ilar refractive index so as to minimise van der Waals attractions and make the samples 
virtually transparent. Because the particles are much larger than atoms, and the crys-
tallites they form are weak mechanically, gravity must be taken into account. In order 
to study the effect of gravity on the formation and evolution of these colloidal crys-
tals, mixtures of solvents with different densities have been used. This chapter gives 
details of the different systems, including the characterization of the colloids and the 
preparation of the samples. 
4.1 The system 
4.1.1 Description 
The particles 
The particles used in this work consist of nearly monodisperse spheres of poly-methyl-
methacrylate (PMMA), sterically stabilised by a chemically-grafted mono-layer of poiy -
12-hydroxystearic acid (PHSA) polymer chains. They were synthesised in our labora-
tories by Dr. A. Schofield. Methods of preparation can be found in the literature in 
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hard-sphere interparticle potential. The solvents' refractive indices were then chosen 
so as to match that of the particles. And finally, in order to investigate the effect 
of gravity in the systems we searched for solvents which also had a similar density 
to that of the particles. It has not proved possible to find a suitable one-component 
suspension medium which fitted all these criteria, thus we used binary mixtures. Cis-
decahydronaphtalene (cis-decalin) and tetrahydronaphtalene (tetralin) were mixed for 
nearly index-matched solutions, and mixtures of cis-decalin and bromocycloheptane 
(BCP) were used for nearly index-matched and density-matched suspensions (Clarke 
et al. [1995]). Cis-decalin alone was used for washing and calibrating the colloidal 
stocks. The other solvents were only added later, in suitable ratios, once their effect on 
the particles had been investigated. 
4.1.2 Characterisation of the particles 
Particle sizing 
The sizes of the particles used were measured solely by light scattering. A first measure 
of the particles' radii was obtained by measuring their form factors. As explained in 
§3.1.3, if we assume the spheres are homogeneous and identical, the intensity scattered 
by dilute dispersions is expected to fall to zero at QR = 4.4934 and then have a 
secondary zero at QR = 7.7253. Measurements of either of these minima therefore give 
the radius of the particles through 
4.4934 	7.7253 
(4.1) Q1 Q2 
min 	min 
Figure 4.2 shows the form factor P(Q) measured on a sample of particles 'ASM18' 
suspended in a 70/30 (V/V) mixture of cis-decalin and tetralin. The position of the 
first minimum gives a particle radius R = 249.3nm. The drawback of this method 
comes from the assumption that the particles are homogeneous, ignoring their core-
shell structure. Corrections for this can be made but require knowledge of the refractive 
indices of the various components. We will see in §4.1.2 how significant the core/shell 
effect becomes for closely matched samples, where the first minimum can be shifted 
appreciably. 
4.1: THE SYSTEM 
Hence 
27r-0h2  + k2  + 12 a = 	 (4.4) 
Q hkl 
The fcc unit cell, contains a total of four particles (6 x 1 for the six faces + 8 x 1 for 
the eight corners of the cubic cell), so the volume fraction of the crystal corresponds 
to the ratio of the volume occupied by the four particles 4Vpart to that of the unit cell 
and is given by 




which leads to a as a function of 4: 
a=R.,/' 	 (4.6) 
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Figure 4.3: Scattered intensity 1(Q) by a crystalline sample of particles ASM18 in a 70/30 
(V/V) mixture of cis-decalin and tetralin. 
radius R in terms of the volume fraction 0 of the crystal and the scattering wave-vector 
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Figure 4.4: Structure factor 8(Q) = I(Q)/P(Q) using 1(Q) and P(Q) shown in figures 4.3 
and 4.2. The value of the scattering wave-vector Qiii = 1.279 x 107m 1 , corresponding to 
the reflection by the (111) planes, provides the overall particles radius R = 3.474/Q 111 = 
271.6nm. 
The size polydispersity of the particles used was measured from the form factor. The 
next section illustrates how this was done. The following section also deals with form 
factors to show how they can provide a way to monitor the swelling of the particles by 
the solvent. 
Size polydispersity 
We have seen in §3.1.3 how the form factor P(Q) of spherical particles is different 
for monodisperse and polydisperse systems. Essentially the zeros of the monodisperse 
P(Q) at QR = 4.4934, 7.7253, etc ... become 'filled in' in the case of a polydisperse 
system, i.e. they become non-zero minima. Experimentally, this can be exploited to 
calculate the polydispersity of our spherical colloids. 
If the form factor minima are sufficiently well defined then the polydispersity can be 
estimated from their relative depths. Note that the particles must be big enough, i.e. 
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Figure 4.5: Measured form factor P(Q), solid line, and generated P(Q), line + symbols, 
using a Gaussian distribution and a polydispersity a of 8% for best fit. 
these values only give an upper bound to the actual value of the polydispersity. To verify 
this argument, and the significance of the effect, we remeasu red the polydispersity of the 
particles using a two-colour dynamic light scattering set-up, where multiple scattering 
can effectively be suppressed (cf. Pusey and van Megen [1984], Moussaid and Pusey 
[1999]). In these conditions, the polydispersity was found to be a = 5.2 + 0.4%. Both 
conventional static light scattering and two-colour dynamic light scattering were used 
to characterise each batch of particles. 
Swelling of the particles by the solvents 
Due to their polymeric nature and their core-shell structure, the particles are expected 
to have different physical properties depending on the dispersion medium used. As 
mentioned earlier, we have studied systems of PMMA suspended in different solvents 
varying in refractive index and density. Therefore the particles have had to be charac-
terised for each system. 
The density of the particles, for example, is one of the major quantities needed for 
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were nearly density-matched as well as index-matched, mixtures of cis-decalin and bro- 
mocycloheptane (BCP) were used, in ratio 	25/75(V/V), and with n 	1.50 and 
P 	1.19g.cm 1 . The refractive index and density of the different solvents are given 
in more detail in table 4.2. Following the procedure detailed in §4.2, three identical 
Solvent Literature n Experimental n Density p /g.cm] 
Cis-decalin 1.4810 1.4786 0.897 
Tetralin 1.5413 1.5403 0.966 
BCP 1.5052 1.5025 1.289 
70/30 cis-decalin & tetralin 1.50 1.4995 0.897 
25/75 cis-decalin & BCP 1.50 1.4968 1.191 
Table 4.2: Refractive index (from literature, Lide [1995-1996] and experimental measure-
ments) and density of the main solvents used throughout this work. All the values are for 
room temperature. 
sets of fluid-crystal coexistence samples of particles in pure cis-decalin were prepared, 
with volume fractions spanning the coexistence region. One set of samples was kept 
untouched and used as a reference while the other two sets were repeatedly centrifuged 
and the cis-decalin replaced by the two different mixtures of solvents (cf. 'washing' pro-
cedure, §4.2.1). The suspensions were then left to equilibrate for a few weeks, during 
which they were periodically redispersed by slow tumbling. In both cases, the change 
of solvent resulted in an increase in the volume fractions of the samples, indicating a 
swelling of the particles by the new solvents. To calculate the amount of swelling of the 
particles, the new volume fractions of the samples which remained in the coexistence 
region were then measured, by plotting the height of the fluid-crystal interface over 
time (4.2.2). 
The increase in particle radius is related to the change in volume fraction via 
R+x  
-  vi 
(4.12) 
where çj and /j  are the initial and final volume fractions, respectively, and x is the 
amount by which the particle radius has increased. For the set of (nearly) index- 
matched samples, where 30% of the volume of cis-decalin was replaced by tetralin, the 
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Mixtures of cis-decalin and BCP in different ratios were first made up, then a drop of 
stock colloid solution added to each. The form factor of each of these dilute suspensions 
was recorded immediately and followed over time until no further changes could be 
observed. As we have seen in §3.1.3 when samples are near index-match, the form 
factor is strongly dependent on the refractive index profile of the particles. As the 
solvent penetrates the particles, their internal optical structure changes and this is 
reflected in their form factors. 
Table 4.3 shows the different mixtures of BCP and cis-decalin studied and their respec-
tive refractive indices. The form factors measured immediately after the samples were 
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Figure 4.6: Form factors P(Q) measured on the series of dilute suspensions in the mixtures 
of solvents listed in table 4.3 immediately after the solutions were made. The first minimum 
is shifted by different amounts for the different curves indicating a core-shell structure. 
As we can see, the position of the minimum in the form factor changes for the different 
curves, giving evidence of a core-shell structure of the particles (see §3.1.3, pp. 39- 
44). From the sequence of curves, one can also infer that the refractive indices of 
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in the same range of solvent refractive indices, varying the shell thickness AR and/or 
refractive index 8h€11•  We found good agreement with the experimental results for a 
shell thickness AR 12nm and a refractive index n,h,11  1.498; the corresponding 
curves are shown in figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8: Theoretical form factors for core-shell particles of core radius R = 216nm, 
shell thickness AR = 12nm, core refractive index core = 1.494, shell refractive index 
she11 = 1.498 and 7% polydispersity. The values used for the solvents' refractive indices are 
that measured for our series of samples, cf. table 4.3. These curves are in good agreement 
with the curves obtained experimentally, cf. figure 4.6. 
The form factors were subsequently remeasured regularly over the course of the follow-
ing months. Interestingly, the results indicate an evolution in the optical structure of 
the particles, taking place in the first 2-3 weeks. After three weeks, the measured form 
factors all exhibit a first minimum at the same Q-vector, showing no evidence of an 
optical core-shell structure any longer. Furthermore, if one plots VI-(Q-+  0) against 
n 0j,, for these new data, the refractive index of the particles is found to have increased 
to flpart 1.498. Therefore BCP seems to penetrate the shell and eventually even the 
core of the particles, increasing their refractive index quite significantly. The fact that 
all P(Q) display a common minimum also suggests that due to the entry of BCP, the 
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(b) After three months. 
Figure 4.9: Form factors P(Q) measured on the series of dilute suspensions in the mixtures 
of solvents listed in table 4.3 one and three months after the solutions were made. (a) 
The first minima all occur at the same Q-vector for the different curves, indicating a 
homogeneous optical structure of the particles. The curve for 80/20 BCP and cis-decalin 
only shows very weak scattering, implying that the particles refractive index is near 1.498. 
(b) After three months the results are identical, showing no evidence for further changes in 
the particles optical properties. 
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in a thousand. The number of washes required to reach this purity level is calculated 
from equation 4.14. It gives n 5 - 6; therefore the colloidal stock solutions were 
washed at least five times before being used. 
On the last wash, the supernatant was kept and its refractive index measured using an 
Abbe refractometer. The result was then compared to the refractive index of the pure 
solvent. Agreement as good as 0.01% was generally found, indicating that the solvent 
was sufficiently pure. 
4.2.2 Calibrating the colloid 
Once the stock solution has been washed, it is effectively ready for use. The next 
step is to calibrate it, which we do by measuring its volume fraction 4 (cf. §2.1.2, 
equation 2.1). Different approaches can be adopted to this end, but all require at least 
one assumption about the physical properties of the system. Again the main difficulty 
comes from the intricate core-shell structure of the particles, since it directly affects the 
determination of the volume fraction q.  Indeed 0 is the volume fraction of the effective 
hard spheres and therefore consists of the fractional volume occupied by the cores 
plus the volume fraction taken by the outer shells. 
A quick method to determine the effective volume fraction of a suspension consists 
in centrifuging it until all the particles have formed a sediment at the bottom of the 
container. The volume fraction of the random close-packed solid 0,,p can then be 
obtained from Schaertl and Sillescu [1994], assuming the polydispersity is known. By 
measuring the fraction f of the sample occupied by the spun down sediment, one can 
then calculate 0 using 
= fçi5rcp 	 (4.15) 
However, this method lacks accuracy and should only be used for rough calibrations. 
As a matter of fact the values for 0rcp  are results of simulations and there has not been 
any experimental work to confirm them. Besides assuming they are valid, it is likely 
that the sediment is not completely randomly packed. If the centrifugation speed is 
not high enough, small particles might have time to arrange themselves in a crystalline 
manner, with volume fraction approaching the theoretical maximum value for packing 
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monitored over time [Paulin and Ackerson, 1990]. After a few days, once the crystallites 
have separated out from the fluid, the heights of these interfaces change linearly with 
time. It is presumed that this change is due only to the effects of gravity, and therefore 
by extrapolating to zero time one can expect to recover the value of x in the absence of 
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Figure 4.11: Ratio of the fluid-crystal interface height to the 'effective' total height over 
time for two different sample concentrations; (o) q 	0.505, (v) 	0.520. Particle radius 
R 244nm. The linear portion of the curves are extrapolated to zero time in order to 
determine the equilibrium amount of crystalline phase in the absence of gravity, from which 
the sample volume fraction 4 is calculated. See text for more details. 
time on suspensions of particles with radius R = 244nm and volume fractions 0 = 0.505 
and 0 = 0.52. They were measured using a vernier caliper arrangement shown schemat-
ically in figure 4.12, and a magnifying glass. Initially crystallites nucleate and grow, 
and are spread throughout the whole sample, coexisting with the colloidal fluid. After 
a few days they settle down under the effect of gravity and separate out of the colloidal 
fluid. Given more time, the interface formed either increases or decreases in height 
depending on the sedimentation rate of each phase. These will depend on the size of 
the particles studied and on their concentration. Our experiments have shown that, at 
similar volume fraction, the fluid-crystal interface height usually increases with time 
E;yj 
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from which the volume fractions can be calculated. 
Figure 4.12 shows a schematic of the caliper vernier used to measure the heights of the 
interfaces. A magnifying glass was also used for better precision. Measurements of the 
interfaces heights are straightforward since the interfaces are usually straight and fairly 
well defined. On the other hand, for the total height of the suspension the meniscus 
needs to be considered. The 'effective' total height was taken as hT = hm b + Lh, where 
hm b is the meniscus base height (a well defined reference point) and Ah 1mm for 
suspensions in cis-decalin, as calculated by Meeker [1997]. 
In order to reduce the errors the calibration was done in tall samples and on suspensions 
with volume fractions as much as possible in the middle of the coexistence region. The 
precision of the vernier caliper used is +0.05mm and to account for the judgement of 
the position of the interface we should double this value. The absolute error for the 
extrapolation to the zero-time fluid-crystal interface height was found to be +1mm 
typically. The corresponding total uncertainty for this calibration method is qcai = 
+0.002. Calibrating samples by this method means that volume fractions are readily 
reproducible. 
4.2.3 Making the samples 
These calibrated coexistence samples can then be diluted or concentrated as desired. 
However in this next step, the particle density is required, and as mentioned previously, 
to determine the particle density both the core and the polymer shell around it must 
be considered. 
The particle density can be taken to be that of the core, and an additional parameter 
introduced to account for the presence of the shell. The core mass fraction is easily 
determined by drying down a representative sample of the stock solution. The sample 
is left in a vacuum oven at 45°C for a few days until its mass is constant. From 
the initial and final masses one can then determine the individual masses of the dry 
particles m and the solvent m. Assuming that any contributions to the mass of the 
cores by the collapsed PHSA hairs are negligible, one can then calculate the core volume 
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where 
= 	 (4.27) 
PS 
And following the same approach, on diluting/concentrating the sample by 





Both of these methods are equally reliable but since they rely on approximations they 
introduce systematic errors in individual sample volume fractions. However, as samples 
are diluted from the same stock, if one uses the same method to make series of samples 
spanning a range of volume fractions, the same parameters will be used for each and 
therefore the relative uncertainties between these samples will be small, and due only 
to weighing errors. 
However these methods are not ideal when one wants to prepare density-matched sus-
pensions where the solvent is chosen so as to closely match the density of the particles. 
As a matter of fact, if we reduce the effect of gravity, although the fluid-crystal phase 
separation will occur locally, no single interface will form. Therefore it is not possible 
to measure the thermodynamic volume fraction of these solutions via the method out-
lined earlier. To avoid this problem, the higher density solvent was only added once 
the samples were calibrated. A calculated amount of the original solvent was taken 
out and replaced by the same volume of higher density solvent. However to calculate 
the volume of solvent to replace, the density of the overall particle is required, i.e. 
including the mass of the solvated layer. We measured this overall particle density for 
two batches of particles, differing in size. This was done by making up series of dilute 
samples, i.e. with 4 0.05, in mixtures of two different solvents, in varying ratios, 
and centrifuging them at high speed for a few hours. The mixtures were made so as 
to span a wide range of densities around the literature value for the density of bulk 
PMMA (PPMMA = 1.188g.cm 3), cf. table 4.4. When samples have been centrifuged, 
if the particles have been spun down to the bottom of the container, they must be 
denser than the suspension medium, i.e. Lp = Pparticles - Psolvent > 0, whereas if they 
have creamed to the top, they must have a lower density than that of the suspension 
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Finally, over time volume fractions usually tend to steadily increase due to solvent 
evaporation. The masses of the samples were therefore periodically checked in order 
to recalculate q  and replace solvent, when required. To minimise solvent evaporation, 
the sample cells were sealed with tight-fitting lids and then wrapped with teflon tape. 
For samples containing more volatile solvents such as BCP, an additional seal of silicon 
rubber was applied. 
4.3 Experimental equipment 
Most of the experimental work presented in this thesis has been carried out using static 
light scattering. In chapter 3 we have seen how powerful it is for probing properties of 
mesoscopic systems like our colloidal suspensions which have length-scales of the order 
of the wavelength of light. Let us now see how it is performed experimentally. 
Although we have used two different light scattering techniques to measure the form 
factors of the particles and to study the crystalline structure of assemblies of these 
particles, the same apparatus was used throughout, with a few simple alterations made 
when switching from one to the other. Schematics of the two set-ups are sketched in 
figure 4.13. The laser used is a Krypton ion laser, with tunable wavelength, providing 
a wide range of scattering wave-vectors, as detailed in table 4.6. The sample cell is 
held by a sample holder with three dimensional vernier adjustments and positioned 
on the axis of a cylindrical bath. This bath is filled with a solvent whose refractive 
index matches that of glass, to reduce refraction and any reflections at the glass/solvent 
interfaces. 
4.3.1 'Imaging optics' for amorphous samples 
To measure the particle form factor, P(Q), we use the set-up (a) of figure 4.13, on 
nearly index-matched dilute suspensions in order to ensure a single scattering regime. 
The collimated laser beam is directed onto the sample cell, and the outcoming scattered 
light is focused by a lens onto an adjustable slit. By using a (double convex) converging 
lens in a 2f-2f position between the sample cell and the slit, we effectively image the slit 
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Figure 4.13: schematics of the static light scattering set ups for amorphous samples (a), 
and for crystalline samples (b), see text for details. 
vary the volume of sample illuminated. This enables us to study crystalline regions 
of different sizes and is particularly useful in the case of biggish crystallites where a 
large region needs to be sampled for a good powder average. The sample cell is also 
continuously rotated about its vertical axis in order to optimise the averaging. The 
10,181 
Chapter 5 
Ageing of the crystal structure: 
results 
In this chapter I present the results of a study into the ageing of the crystal structure of 
dense hard-sphere colloidal suspensions, using the light-scattering analogue of powder 
x-ray crystallography. 
As we have seen in chapter 2, ripening of the crystal structure with time has been 
reported in various studies. However, while most studies observed similar structural 
changes, the reasons behind them are not yet established. 
The chapter is organised as follows. In the first section, I give a brief literature review 
of experimental work. In the following two sections, I then describe my experiments, 
and present the results and their analysis. Finally, in the last section, I will discuss my 
findings and compare them with other works. 
5.1 Literature review 
The aim of this brief literature review is to describe the empirical grounds that led to 
my investigations. Therefore, it covers essentially experimental work done on (nearly) 
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the melting concentration, and on increasing or decreasing the overall concentration, 
ce was found to increase (up to & 0.64 at both extremes), agreeing with the earlier 
results reported by Pusey et al. [1989]. 
Additionally, Chui [1994] observed a change of the crystal structure with time (see also 
Poon and Pusey [1995]). They found that the diffraction patterns of samples near 
measured after a few weeks, showed, the growth of a new peak, identified as the 200 
line of the fcc structure. Although the authors did not give a quantitative description 
of the new structure, they indicated that the new patterns could not be described by 
a single value of a. They attributed the structural changes to an Ostwald ripening 
of the crystals, whereby the larger crystals would grow at the expense of the smaller 
ones, with a structure close to perfect fcc. Accordingly, they interpreted the diffraction 
patterns as a superposition of an fcc pattern and that of the remaining random-stacked 
pattern. 
A new development came about, recently, when Zhu et al. [1997] compared the structure 
of hard-sphere colloidal crystals grown in microgravity conditionst to that of crystals 
grown in normal gravity. It was found that, in microgravity, the crystals retained a 
random stacking; their measured powder patterns showed no evidence of the growing 
fcc feature observed in normal gravity. Thus it was concluded that the fcc component 
observed in normal gravity experiments may be the result of gravity-induced stresses. 
The aim of this work is therefore to determine whether gravity truly has an effect on 
the ageing of the crystal structure of hard-sphere colloids. 
Note that, at the same time as the work to be described, Kegel and Dhont carried 
out a related study; they looked at the ageing of the crystal structure of hard colloidal 
spheres in 'milligravity', which had been subjected to various types of shear stress 
during crystal nucleation (Kegel and Dhont [2000]). Their results will be discussed and 
compared with our results in 5.3. 
1 Experiments performed on the Space Shuttle Columbia. 
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different from the earlier measurements; they reveal that the dominant influence on 
the structural evolution of the crystals is that of the mechanical disturbances while the 
effect of gravity is comparatively very small and virtually no purely thermodynamically-









Tet-b 242 5.2±0.4 CD—Tet 1.4921 0.912 0.542 
BCH-b 245 5.2±0.4 BCH—CD 1.4931 1.133 0.542 
Tet-s 150 9.3±0.9 CD—Tet 1.4930 0.913 0.542 
BCH-s 152 9.3±0.9 BCH—CD 1.4940 1.148 0.542 
Errors ± 0.50 - - ± 0.00025 ± 0.001  
Table 5.1: Details of the four main samples studied. The radii of the particles R were cal-
culated from the measured position of the main Bragg peak in the crystal structure factor 
8(Q). The polydispersities a were measured by two-colour dynamic light scattering**.  The 
solvents used were mixtures of cis-decalin (CD), tetralin (Tet) and bromo cyclo-heptane 
(BCH), in varying ratios. The refractive index of each mixture was measured with an Abbe 
refractometer, at T = 19°C, the temperature at which the experiments were performed. 
The densities of the mixtures were calculated from the literature values for the pure com-
ponents. Finally, the volume fractions were determined following the procedures outlined 
in §4.2.3. 
Finally, the effect of the 'random' transportation-induced disturbances was compared 
to that of controlled shear, induced by controlled rocking. 
The results of these experiments are presented in the following sections. Note that for 
clarity I have chosen not to follow the chronological order of my experiments. Firstly, 
I will present the measurements of the crystal structure after nucleation and growth. 
Then, I will present the ageing of the crystal structure, starting with the measurements 
performed in perturbation-free conditions, in 'normal' and reduced gravity, and then the 
experiments involving transportation of the samples to and fro for each measurement. 
Finally, we will see how the effect of the 'random' transportation-induced perturbations 
"Note that -b stands for big and -s for small particles. 
**As described in Pusey and van Megen [1984], Moussaid and Pusey [1999]. 
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powders, the scattered intensity 1(Q) can be decomposed into 1(Q) x P(Q) S(Q). 
Therefore the structure factor S(Q) can be calculated by simply dividing the measured 
scattered intensity 1(Q) by the corresponding measured form factor P(Q)*. 
System in 'normal' gravity 
Figure 5.1 shows the structure factor S(Q), in arbitrary units, obtained for sample 
Tet-b, as a function of time. The first curve, at t = 0, is for the metastable fluid 
:: 
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Figure 5.1: Evolution of the structure factor S(Q), during crystal nucleation and growth, 
for sample Tet-b. 
Note that this expression only holds for monodisperse systems; in the case of polydisperse sus-
pensions, the separation into the form factor and the structure factor is not possible because they are 
correlated through their dependencies on the particle radii. The case of polydisperse structure factors 
is discussed by Pusey [1991], where an expression for the measured structure factor SM(Q)  of polydis-
perse systems is given. Here however, since our colloids have small degrees of polydispersity and since 
their phase behaviour is virtually identical to that predicted for monodisperse hard spheres, we will 
assume that the decomposition of the scattered intensity, 1(Q), into the product of the form factor, 
P(Q), and the structure factor, S(Q), is valid. 
*As  a result, S(Q) is in arbitrary units. Exact values would require knowledge of the ratio Ndjlute/N 
of the number of particles contained in the dilute scattering volume to that in the concentrated scat-




System in reduced gravity 
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Figure 5.3: Evolution of the structure factor S(Q), during crystal nucleation and growth, 
for sample BCH-b. 
Identical measurements were done on sample BCH-b. As shown in table 5.1, BCH-b 
contains the same particles as those of sample Tet-b but they are suspended in a solvent 
of higher density; thus resulting in a lower effective buoyant mass of the particles. The 
results for this nearly density-matched suspension are plotted in figure 5.3. As we can 
see, the evolution of the structure factor with time is very similar to that observed for 
sample Tet-b. The diffraction pattern obtained once crystallisation is complete also 
seems to coincide with a faulty hexagonal close-packed lattice with stacking probability 
0.50. 
Theoretical fits 
For a quantitative analysis of the crystal structures of these two systems at early times, 





The structure of hard-sphere colloidal crystals, just after their formation, for samples 
just below the melting concentration, is purely random hexagonal close-packed, with 
a measured stacking probability a = 050 + 0.01. Moreover, at this early stage, the 
crystal structure is unaffected by the gravitational force imposed on the particles. 
5.2.2 Ageing of the structure 
To measure the effect of gravity on the ageing of the crystal structure, both samples 
Tet-b and BCH-b were mounted, in turns, on the rig immediately after shear-melting 
and left undisturbed for a whole month. The respective powder patterns were then 
recorded and analysed. 
Ageing in 'normal' gravity 
The structure factor S(Q) measured on sample Tet-b, after one month undisturbed in 
the rig, is shown in figure 5.5. By comparison with figure 5.4 (a), one can see that the 
diffraction pattern has changed slightly, indicating that the crystal structure has evolved 
over time. The most important change regards the structure of the diffuse scattering, 
surrounding the main peak. After one month, its features are not as pronounced as 
they were originally; at lower Q, the prepeak has diminished, and at higher Q, the 
hump has flattened out. 
The other noticeable change is the slight growth of a seemingly new Bragg peak at 
Q 1.65 x 107 m
1 . Indeed, this corresponds to the expected position of the ( 200)fcc  
reflection, calculated from the measured position of the main Bragg peak (= Q111f CC ) 
via equation 4.4: 
It gives 
Q200f =Qiii1 	 (5.1) 
2 
Q2001 = 	1.44 x i07 1.66 x 107m 1 
which is in good agreement with the observed Q. 
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cles/crystallites. The structure factor S(Q), measured on sample BCH-b, left undis- 
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Figure 5.6: Measured structure factor S(Q) for sample BCH-b, after 1 month, undisturbed 
(symbols). The solid line is a theoretical fit, which assumes a mixture of (nearly) random 
hexagonal close-packed crystals with a = 0.51, and a mean size N = 50, and pure fcc 
crystals, with a = 1 and N = 30, in the ratio 98:2. The inset in the top right corner shows 
the fit around the (200)j peak after subtraction of the baseline. 
that obtained just after crystallisation (figure 5.4 (b)). The only noticeable difference is 
the slight growth of the (200)j reflection at Q 1.64 x 107m 1 . By fitting theoretical 
patterns to the data, we find that it is best described by a mixture of (nearly) random 
hexagonal close-packed crystals, with a = 0.51, and of pure fcc crystals, with a = 1. 
The theoretical fit is indicated by the solid line in figure 5.6. 
Conclusion: effect of gravity 
The effect of gravity on the ageing of the crystal structure can now be assessed by 
comparing these last two sets of results obtained for sample Tet-b and sample BCH-b, 
after a month. As we saw in §5.2.1, the crystal structure measured after crystallisation is 
identical for both systems: random hexagonal close-packed, with a measured a 0.50. 
However, just by visually comparing figure 5.5 with figure 5.6, one can discern a definite 





Figure 5.7: Schematic diagram showing the segmentation of the crystalline phase into 10 
slices of 2mm height, from top to bottom. 
fitted with a rotating unit on the sample holder to optimise the averaging. 
-4 
I 
Figure 5.8: Scattered intensity 1(Q) as a function of height in a sample with 	= 0.55, 
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Figure 5.10: Theoretical fits to the measured structure factor S(Q) of sample Tet-b. In 
(a), the data correspond to 12 hours after crystal nucleation; the best fit corresponds to 
a mixture of (nearly) random stacked crystallites, with a = 0.52 and mean size N = 60, 
and pure fcc crystallites, with a = 1 and mean size N = 20, in the ratio 95:5. In (b), the 
structure after 1 month is fitted with a = 0.55, N = 80 and a = 1, N = 20, in the ratio 
90.5:9.5. In (c), after 3 months, the best fit is achieved by a mixture of a = 0.6, N = 80 
and a = 1, N = 20, in the ratio 86:14. The insets show the fits around the (200)j peak 









Figure 5.11: Evolution of the structure factor S(Q) with 'random' perturbations, for the 









Figure 5.13: Evolution of the structure factor S(Q), after crystal nucleation and growth, 
for sample BC H-b (middle of sample). 
to one transportation back and forth and has also been brought to the rig for the 
measurement. By fitting a theoretical pattern to the data, we find that the crystal 
structure is predominantly rhcp (95% a = 0.52), see figure 5.14 (a). However, it also 
contains 5% of pure fcc stacking, which already exceeds the amount ( 2%) found 
in the sample left undisturbed in the rig for 1 month (cf. figure 5.6). After 1 month, 
and 12 transportations to and fro, the amount of pure fcc component has increased 
to 9%. The narrowing of the (200)j peak also indicates that the fcc crystals have 
grown. From the fitting parameters, we find an increase in their size from N 	25 to 
N 	3511  (cf. figure 5.14 (b)). Finally, after 3 months, and 24 measurements, the fcc 
content has reached 12%, with a further increase in their mean size to N 40. 
The evolution of the crystal structure measured for the top and bottom layers of the 
crystalline phase is plotted in figure 5.15 - (a) and (b) respectively. Once again, the 
top crystal layer exhibits a substantially larger amount of pure fcc stacking. As shown 
'Where N is the mean size of the cubic crystals, and represents the number of close-packed layers 







I.4e+7 	 1.6e+7 
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Figure 5.15: Evolution of the structure factor S(Q) for the top (a) and bottom (b) crystal 
layers of sample BCH-b. 
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upper layers, the compressed crystals cannot feel the perturbations induced during 
transportation. 
5.2.4 Conclusions 
For clarity, we have summarised the main results, in terms of the fitting parameters, in 
table 5.2; the results for the two systems ('normal' and reduced gravity) are presented 
side by side. In the crystals probed immediately after crystallisation, the stacking 
probability & is found to be 0.50, for both systems, corresponding to rhcp stackings. 
Thus, as far as we can detect, the degree of gravity imposed on the particles does not 
affect the initial crystal structure. However, an effect of gravity on the evolution of the 
crystal structure with time is observed. As reported in the 3rd  column of table 5.2, after 
1 month, the crystal structure has only evolved significantly in the sample subjected to 
'normal' gravity conditions, Tet-b. The stacking probability & has increased from 0.50 
to 0.56, indicating that the crystal structure has evolved towards a somewhat more 





a N amount a N 	amount 
After crystallisation 3-4 hours 0.50 50 100% 0.50 50 1001 
Ageing 1 month 
0.56 50 98% 0.51 50 98% 
(undisturbed) i 30 2% 1 30 2% 
12 hours 
0.52 60 95% 0.52 60 95% 
Ageing 
1 20 5% 1 25 5% 
1 month 
0.56 70 90.5% 0.52 60 91% with 
perturbations 
1 20 9.5% 1 35 9% 
3 months 
0.60 80 86% 0.52 60 88% 
1 20 14% 1 40 12% 
Table 5.2: Summary of the different crystal structures measured, in terms of the fitting 
parameters. 
As shown in the remaining rows of the table, the same change is observed during 
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black curve shows the new measurement made on that same sample after it has been 
transported to storage and then back to the rig (i.e. lOmins later). As shown by the 
black curve, the move results in the immediate growth of a (200)j peak while the rest 
of the pattern retains its original rhcp-like shape. 
Consequently, we subjected the sample to a continuous series of transportations, moni-
toring the effect on the crystal structure by measuring the structure factor immediately 
after each move. The results are shown in figure 5.18. The time interval between each 
curve is lOmins ( trun + tmove 2 x 5mins). As we can see, the (200)j peak 
2 o 
Figure 5.18: Evolution of the structure factor S(Q) measured on sample BCH-b subjected 
to repeated transportations back and forth. 
does not show any significant further growth after the initial move. In fact, if we com-
pare these results with those of the 3 month experiment (figure 5.13), we can see that 
the amount of fcc stacking does not increase nearly as much under the effect of the 
repeated transportations as it does when the experiments are performed over a much 
longer period of time. 
However, further growth of the fcc reflection is observed later, after the perturbations 
have been applied and the sample is left undisturbed for some time. This is illustrated 
in figure 5.19, where the black curve shows the pattern measured 24 hours after the 
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pure fcc crystals which then grow further in time (in size and numbers). 
To measure the magnitude of this delayed effect of the perturbations on the crystal 
structure, we monitored the structure factor of sample BCH-b over a period of 10 days 
following an initial transportation back and forth. The results are plotted in figure 
5.20. As we can see, although a slight growth of the (200) f ,, reflection is observed over 
the course of the experiment, it is not very significant. 
We therefore conclude that the large amount of fcc crystals measured at the end of the 
3 month experiment results from the combined effects of the perturbations and time 
5.2.6 Size effect 
We also investigated the effect of the particle size on the ageing process by measuring 
the structural evolution of the crystals in samples Tet-s and BCH-s, containing smaller 
particles ( 0.6R, cf. table 5.1). Since the Brownian time TB** - the relevant timescale 
in colloidal systems - is proportional to the cube of the particle radius, we expect shorter 
timescales phenomena, in systems of smaller particles, when diffusion is important. On 
the other hand, since the yield stress is proportional to R -3 , crystals made of small 
particles are stronger than crystals made of larger particles and therefore should be less 
affected by similar disturbances. 
Crystal structure immediately after crystal nucleation and growth 
Firstly, we compared the crystal structures after nucleation and growth. The evolution 
of the structure factor measured on samples Tet-s and BCH-s during crystallisation is 
shown in figure 5.21 - (a) and (b), respectively. As we can see, the curves are virtually 
identical to the ones obtained for the larger particles, except for the position of the 
peaks. The Q-axis is shifted to the right (to higher Q-vectors) due to the smaller 
**The Brownian time TB corresponds to the time it takes a single particle to diffuse a distance equal 
to its own radius, at infinite dilution; it is given by TB = R2 /6D0, where D0 is the diffusion coefficient 
at infinite dilution. 
"The yield stress is proportional to the shear modulus of the crystalline solid, c, = /9G, where 
/3 = 10_1 - 10 typically and G can be estimated from simple dimensional arguments, i.e. G oc 
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Figure 5.22: Measured structure factors S(Q) immediately after nucleation and growth of 
the crystals, for samples Tet-s and BCH-s - (a) and (b) respectively - after subtraction 
of the fluid scattering contribution and correction for the thermal motion of the particles 
(symbols). In both cases the data can be fitted by a random hexagonal close-packed pattern 
(a = 0.50), solid line. 
fractions. For direct comparison, we have replotted in figure 5.23 the graphs 5.1 and 
5.21 (a), corresponding to the crystallisation of the large and small particles respectively 
(in 'normal' gravity), with the time axis expressed in units of the Brownian time TB. 
For the two systems we have highlighted the first curve in which we start to see a 
Bragg reflection, which we use as a basis to compare the crystallisation times in the 
two systems. For the large particles, this corresponds to TX 	10 5 TB while for the 
smaller particles, it corresponds to 	1.4 x 106TB. This therefore means that the 
crystallisation of the smaller particles is 	14 times slower than that of the large 
particles. 
One may therefore enquire about the role of the gravitational forces on the crystalli- 
Note that these times do not correspond to the nucleation times r,t. The presence of crystals 
in the samples can be detected with the naked eye at much earlier times, e.g. T 5 x iOrs for 
Tet-b. However, scattering by the surrounding fluid hinders the detection of the Bragg peak in our 
measurements; the peak does only show when the fraction of crystals in the sample becomes large 
enough, and therefore rx > T,,j. TX here is just used as a mean to compare the crystallisation 



















Figure 5.23: Evolution of the structure factor S(Q) for samples Tet-b (a) and Tet-s (b) 
during crystal nucleation and growth. For direct comparison, time is expressed in units of 
the Brownian characteristic time TB, see text. 
Figure 5.24: Evolution of the structure factor S(Q), after crystal nucleation and growth, 
for sample Tet-s. 
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significant evolution over time, compared to that found for the larger particles. Unfor-
tunately, although this is an interesting result, it is again difficult to know whether it is 
due to the smaller size of the particles or rather to their wider size distribution. As we 
saw earlier, the yield stress varies as R 3 , therefore, it is expected to be approximately 
four times larger for the crystals of small particles than for the larger ones, making them 
less likely to be affected by the gravitational and mechanical stresses. It is therefore 
conceivable that the different degrees of structural rearrangement observed in the two 
systems are down to the different sizes of the particles. Yet, similar retardation effects 
have also been observed upon increasing polydispersity, by Fairhurst [1999]. Therefore, 
either or even both of these effects could be at the origin of the observations. 
5.2.7 Effect of controlled perturbations 
We compared the effect of the transportation-induced 'random' perturbations on the 
crystal structure, to that of controlled rocking. This was done in order to gain some 
insight into the nature of the phenomenon inherent to the 'random' perturbations that 
causes the observed structural ripening of the rhcp crystals towards a more fcc-like 
structure. The device used to rock the samples is drawn in figure 5.26. A series of 
experiments were performed on both crystalline and shear-melted (metastable fluid) 
samples, for various amplitudes, frequencies and durations of rocking. In each case 
the effect on the crystal structure was measured by bringing the sample to the light 
scattering rig, immediately after applying the rocking, and by recording the diffraction 
pattern at different heights, from top to bottom. 
The amplitude of the rocking was kept relatively small to avoid melting of the crystals. 
Amplitudes* of 100  or above caused the top third of the crystals to melt completely. 
We therefore worked in a range of amplitudes between 5° and 8°. The frequency of the 
rocking was also varied, from 2 swings per minute to 1 per second. Direct observation 
of the samples during the rocking, revealed the formation of flow patterns in the upper 
part of the cell, while the remaining middle to bottom crystalline area did not show any 
sign of agitation. Part melting of the crystals was observed in the top of the sample, 
and more so as the frequency was increased. In figure 5.27, we have drawn a schematic 
*The  amplitude of the rocking, here, corresponds to half the angle of a full swing. 
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regions recrystallise soon after the rocking is stopped, but the division into visually 
different crystalline domains remains. 
The diffraction pattern measured on a sample in reduced gravity, left to crystallise and 
then rocked for 20 hours, with an amplitude of 8° at 3 swings per minute, is shown 
in figure 5.28 (a), as a function of height in the sample. As we can see, the first eight 
curves, from the bottom of the cell upwards, are all identical and correspond to a rhcp 
structure. However, the last two curves, representing the top of the crystalline phase, 
have a significantly different shape which indicates a tendency towards fcc stacking. 
Hence, most of the sample appears to have retained a random hexagonal close-packed 
structure, except for the two upper layers ( 25% of the whole crystalline phase), 
which as a result of the rocking motion exhibit a more fcc-like structure. Therefore, 
this suggests that the rocking motions only affect the upper part of the sample, where 
they induce some fcc order. Our experiments also suggest that this ordering persists 
after the application of the shear has ceased. 
To verify that the new ordering induced by the rocking motions persists, we repeated 
the measurements after 24 hours. The results are plotted in figure 5.28 (b). As we can 
see, the results are virtually identical to those obtained immediately after the shear 
was stopped, suggesting that the new rocking-induced ordering is relatively stable. 
The same experiment was also performed on a shear-melted sample (i.e. immediately 
after homogenizing, resulting in a metastable fluid), which then crystallised during the 
rocking. The measurements of the structure factor immediately after rocking and 24 
hours later, are plotted in figures 5.29 (a) and (b), respectively. The results obtained 
are virtually identical to those for the sample left to crystallise before the rocking. 
The amplitude and frequency of the rocking were subsequently varied. The results 
reveal that the fraction of the sample volume affected by the rocking motion increases 
slightly as the amplitude and/or frequency of the rocking is increased, but the effect 
on the crystal structure remains essentially identical to that shown in figures 5.28 and 
5.29. 



















Figure 5.29: Structure factor measured as a function of height in a sample of large parti-
cles, in reduced gravity, rocked immediately after being shear-melted. (a) measurements 
performed immediately after the application of rocking for 20 hours. (b) measurements 




We have found that the rocking motions have a similar effect on the crystal structure as 
that induced by the 'random' mechanical disturbances incurred during the transporta-
tions, namely they induce some fcc ordering. But while the effect of rocking motions 
is confined to the upper part of the samples where macroscopic flow is observed, the 
'random' mechanical disturbances incurred during the transportations, affect the en-
tire samples. This therefore suggests that while the 'random' perturbations might be 
inducing some similar type of shear on the crystals, exactly how this is brought about 
is more complex than just macroscopic flow resulting from rocking motions. 
5.3 Discussion 
At this point, we can summarize our results as follows: 
• The structure of the colloidal crystals, immediately after nucleation and growth, 
in hard-sphere systems near the melting concentration is random hexagonal close-
packed, with a measured stacking probability a = 0.50 + 0.01. Moreover, this 
result also proves to be valid when the spheres are subjected to gravitational 
forces (at least in the range studied here, 5x10 2 < Ap g 3 x 103N.m 3). 
• In reduced gravity (p . g < 5 x 10 2 N.m 3 , here), the crystals thereafter retain 
their initial rhcp structure over periods as long as several months, if left to age 
undisturbed. 
• In samples where the gravitational forces are more important, the crystal struc-
ture slowly evolves towards a more fcc-like faulty hexagonal close-packed structure 
(in /.p . g 3 x 103N.m 3 , the stacking probability reached a value of & = 0.56, 
at the end of a one month period during which the crystalline sample was left 
undisturbed). 
• The crystals are easily disturbed and while they may not melt, at least not sig-
nificantly, their structure is affected by very small mechanical disturbances. The 
growth of the fcc feature ((200)j line) in the powder diffraction pattern, pre- 
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[1999]), which is somewhat smaller than the average size of our crystals ( 50). Pronk 
and Frenkel [1999] also predict the rate at which rhcp crystallites*  anneal towards the 
stable phase. The maximum conversion rate is found to be for a typical crystallite size 
of 6 03  particles, which is very close to the average size of our crystals. We, however, 
do not observe any structural evolution over long periods of time in this study. 
Similar observations of a long-lived rhcp structure were also reported by Zhu et al. 
[1997] in experiments performed in microgravity, although only qualitative conclusions 
could be drawn from their measurements and no indication of the time over which the 
study was performed is actually stipulated. 
The very slow ripening of the initially completely random hexagonal close-packed struc-
ture towards a more fcc-like stacking sequence observed where the particles are sub-
jected to higher gravitational forces, suggests that gravity-induced stresses may slowly 
convert rhcp to fcc. This has in fact already been suggested by Zhu et al. [1997], based 
on the fact that fcc packing was not found in microgravity but on crystalline samples 
brought back to normal gravity, or grown in normal gravity. 
However, no proper consideration had ever previously been given to the mechanical 
disturbances invariably applied to the samples during handling. Incidentally, we have 
found that even the most careful moves can affect the crystals enough to alter the 
spontaneous structural ripening. Although the crystals do not immediately appear 
to be affected, careful measurements have shown that a simple motion is enough to 
affect the crystal structure significantly. The measurements distinctly show the prompt 
growth of a new reflection, the incipient 200 line of the fcc structure, indicating a 
mechanically-driven structural transition of rhcp crystals to pure fcc ones. 
In fact, the structural evolution observed in the presence of purely gravity-induced 
stresses proves distinctly different from that induced by external 'random' mechanical 
disturbances. The former corresponds to a (slow) continuous increase of the stacking 
parameter a, suggesting a slow rearrangement of the randomly stacked planes towards 
a more fcc-like ordering, while the latter corresponds to the growth of pure fcc crystals, 
with a = 1, suggesting a virtually spontaneous generation of pure fcc crystals. One 




Since the volume fraction of the samples studied is below the melting volume fraction, 
the samples are not quite fully crystalline. The crystallites have a volume fraction, qM, 
higher than that of the fluid surrounding them, at OF,  and therefore must be subjected 
to a gravitational force F. equal to 
F9 = Vx (4M - F) Lpg 	 (5.2) 
where VX is the volume of a crystallite and Ap is the density difference between the 
particles and the suspension medium. Due to viscous stresses applied to the crystallite 
surfaces, the hydrodynamic drag of the surrounding fluid must therefore induce internal 
stresses o of the order of 
Fg /Ax 	 (5.3) 
where A X  is the surface area of a crystallite. Accordingly, the gravity-induced stresses 
applied to the crystals, in our 'normal' gravity conditions, would be of the order of 
10 6 N.m 2 
This, of course, only gives a very simplified description of what is happening. Most 
importantly, it does not account for solvent back-flow, which is also likely to affect the 
crystal structure. However, a more rigorous approach to include this effect would be 
very complex, due to the many-body nature of the hydrodynamic interactions and the 
complex geometry of the medium, i.e. random oriented polycrystals with hexagonal-
close-packed-random-stacked order (e.g. see Hasimoto [1959], Zick and Homsy [1981] 
for Stokes flow through single-crystal structures). 
Stresses induced by the 'random' mechanical disturbances 
It is rather difficult to identify precisely the motion(s) affecting the crystals during 
transportation of the samples, since the manoeuvres were all performed by hand, and 
with utmost care. Comparison with the effect of controlled shear, induced by rocking 
the cell, suggests that the crystals might be subjected to a similar shear but some-
how affecting the whole crystalline volume, i.e. from top to bottom. One conceivable 
way in which this can arise is through rotation of the sample about the vertical axis, 
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Let us now consider the shear stress applied by rotating the sample. A very rough 
estimate can be obtained by assuming a viscous laminar flow, and stick boundary 
conditions. Assuming a shear rate of the order of -y 10 1 Hz then gives a shear stress 
of the order of ar, 10 2 N.m 2 (cf. fig. 5.32). 
We can now compare these values to the yield stress of the crystallites. The yield 
stress, o, for colloidal crystals is given approximately by /3G, where G is the elastic 
modulus of the crystals and typically fi = 10 - 10-3 . G can be estimated from simple 
dimensional arguments, i.e. 
G cc Force 
Area 





where the energy is typically of the order of a few kT per particle. Thus, C 1N.m 2 
and a 	10 2 N.m 2 
Although these values are only rough estimates, it is nevertheless clear that the stresses 
applied during transportation are significantly larger than the internal gravitational 
stresses. In fact, the shear stresses applied during transportation of the samples appear 
to be of the same order of magnitude as the yield stress of the crystals, while the gravity-
induced stresses are as much as four orders of magnitude smaller. However, although 
this may explain the larger impact of the transportation-induced disturbances on the 
crystal structure, relative to that of the gravity-induced stresses, it does not resolve the 
difference between the two types of structural transitions observed. 
To learn more about the mechanisms of the structural transitions observed, it would be 
interesting to perform experiments in real space as well, ideally using confocal scanning 
laser microscopy. 
5.4 Conclusions 
The aim of this work was to study the ageing of the crystal structure of hard-sphere 
colloids near melting, and in particular to investigate whether gravity has a determining 
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So far, we have limited our study to hard-sphere colloids. Such systems have a simple 
one-dimensional phase diagram, which exhibits fluid and crystal phases only, on varying 
the colloid volume fraction. As seen in chapter 2, a nearly hard-sphere-like interaction 
is obtained in practice by stabilising the particles against the van der Waals attraction. 
These attractive forces can otherwise induce fast and irreversible aggregation of the 
particles. Indeed, many naturally occurring colloidal systems are unstable, and subject 
to aggregation phenomena, like milk or smoke .... Many industrial products are also 
of a colloidal nature, like paints, inks, polishes, cosmetics, detergents, foods, to name 
but a few. Colloidal aggregation and phase separation phenomena are therefore of 
great interest to manufacturing and processing industries. For example, to prolong the 
shelf-life of commercial suspensions, manufacturers try to slow down the natural ageing 
process of the products through additives of various types which can sometimes also 
have antagonistic effects, resulting for example in sudden phase separation. One partic-
ular example of such effects is depletion. Depletion is the mechanism responsible for the 
phase separation observed on addition of free polymer to an otherwise stable colloidal 
suspension (nonadsorbing polymers are often used as rheological modifiers in colloidal 
products). Besides the industrial importance of understanding this phenomenon, it 
can also be used in a basic physics perspective, because, as we will show, it provides a 
model system with tunable interparticle attractions. 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic illustration of the depletion mechanism. Polymer molecules of radius 
of gyration r9 cannot enter the black region between the closely spaced colloidal particles of 
radius R. The resulting imbalance in the osmotic pressure exerted on the particle surfaces 
by the polymer coils produces an attractive force between the particles. 
potential, the depletion potential Udep (r): 
+00 	 ;r<2R 
Udep = { llp Vover i ap ; 2R < r < 2(R+ rg ) 	 (6.1) 
	
o 	;r>2(R-l-r9 ) 
where r is the centre-centre separation between particles, and Voveriap  is the volume of 
the overlapping depletion regions between two particles at r. This volume is given by: 
3r 	ii 	r 
Voveriap(r) = {' - 4R(1+) + 2 L2R(1+] } x (2R) (1
)3 	(6.2) 
where is the polymer-colloid size ratio, = r9 /R. 
An expression for the osmotic pressure H, of the polymer solution can also be derived. 
If we assume that the polymer solution behaves as an ideal gas*,  then H, is simply 
given by van't Hoff's law: 
H 	Np(kBT) = freekT 	 (6.3) P - Vfree 
i.e. a gas with molecules of negligible size and exerting no intermolecular forces. As we will see 
in the next chapter, this is a reasonable assumption as long as the polymer solution is kept dilute 
(i.e. C. < c;, the concentration at which the polymer coils start to overlap) and the experiments are 
carried out at the theta temperature of the polymer solution. 
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the volume inaccessible to the polymer is simply the volume of the particles scaled by 
(1 + )3. The free volume fraction can be written as 
acc+O = 1 - qc(l + )
3 	 (6.6) 
However, at present there is no exact expression for a({rc})  at finite 0c.  One can use a 
van der Waals mean-field approximation and take the average value of the free volume 
in the corresponding unperturbed colloidal system (n -+ 0), which then depends only 
on the colloidal volume fraction 0C and the polymer-colloid size ratio (see explanation 
in Lekkerkerker et al. [1992]). Through work in scaled particle theory (Lebowitz et al. 
[1965]), the following expression for c/.c) is then obtained: 
a = (1 - c) e(7 — 
B7 2 — C73) 	 (6.7) 
where 7 = c5c/(i - cc), A = 3 + 32  + 33, B = 92/2 + 33  and C = 33 . 
Depletion potentials Udep (r), using this expression for a, are plotted in figure 6.3. The 
generic form of Udep  as a function of the particle inter-centre separation r is shown in (a). 
The depth of the potential well is of the order of kBT. It depends on the number density 
of polymer molecules in the sample. Therefore, at fixed colloidal volume fraction, the 
strength of the attractive interactions between particles can be tuned by adjusting the 
polymer concentration of the system; this is illustrated in figure 6.3 (b). The range of 
the interaction is equal to 2(R + rg ). Therefore this can also be tuned, by varying the 
polymer-colloid size ratio = r9/R, see figure 6.3 (c). 
6.2 Predicted phase behaviour 
Now we have seen how the addition of free polymer to hard-sphere colloids can lead to 
an effective depletion potential between the particles, one may wonder how this alters 
the original hard-sphere phase behaviour. Most early works on the prediction of the 
phase diagram of colloid-polymer systems have used a perturbation approach (Gast 
et al. [1983b], Vincent et al. [1988]), in which the depletion potential is added to the 
parent interparticle potential, assuming pairwise additivity; i.e. the pair interaction 
between two particles is written as: 
U(r) = Uc(r) + Udep (r) 	 (6.8) 
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cannot approach closer than a distance r9 from the surface of the spherest. The only 
effect of the interaction between polymer and colloid is to restrict the volume in which 
the polymer can move. Here, we illustrate the statistical mechanical approach as used 
by Lekkerkerker et al. [1992]. 
6.2.1 Free energies 
Since colloidal systems are, to a good approximation, constant volume systems (Bartlett 
[1990], Pusey [1991]), let us write the Helmoltz free energy F of the system. In our 
model, F can be decoupled into a sum of two terms: 
F = F(N, V) + F(N, aV) 	 (6.9) 
where F(N, V) represents the free energy of the pure colloid (in volume V), and 
F(N, aV) represents the free energy of the pure polymer in the free volume aV. The 
interaction between polymer and colloid is therefore contained solely in the dependence 
of a on the colloid volume fraction cbc, equation 6.7. The colloid contribution FC can 
be derived by integrating the hard sphere equation of state. For the colloidal fluid, 
one may use the expression given by Carnahan and Starling [1969], and for the solid 
phase, the expression given by Hall [1970]. The equation of state for the fluid derived 
by Carnahan and Starling [1969] is written 
nkBT 
	 (6.10) 
where the function Z(q) is known as the compressibility factor. The free energy is then 
given by 
 UT 
F(N,V) = 4R3 vcbf Z()d  
i.e. 
	0(4 
= NkT (log 
A3CNC - 1 + - 
(6.12) 
V 	(i_) 2 ) 
where A is the de Broglie thermal wavelength, given by A = /27rh2/mkT, for a mass 
m. For the solid, one can simply replace Z() by the expression given by Hall [1970]. 
tTs model is identical to the so-called asymmetric Widom-Rowlinson model (Widom and Rowl-
inson [1970]) which was first proposed in the study of the liquid-vapour transition. 
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From these expressions, one can see that, geometrically, the chemical potential ji at 
a given p is given by the slope of f(p)  at the corresponding value of p, and that the 
pressure P is given by the intercept of the tangent to f(p), at a given p. Therefore 
the conditions for the coexistence of two phases a and /3, i.e. jia = ji and P = 
F13 , are satisfied if two phases (points on f(p)) have tangents with equal slope and 
equal intercept. Possible coexistence can thus be inferred solely from the shape of 
the free energy density curves, by a common tangent construction. This is illustrated 
schematically in figure 6.4, where we have drawn typical free energy density curves for 




P a = 
 
pa p 	Ps 	 p 
COeX X 	 Coex 
Figure 6.4: Schematic of a free energy density diagram and the common tangent construc-
tion, used to determine the compositions and relative amounts of the two coexisting phases 
at equilibrium, see text. 
and Poex,  corresponding to the points of common tangency. One can see from this 
construction, that any system between these two points lies above the common tangent 
and can therefore lower its free energy by phase separating. For example, a system X 
of density px  can lower its free energy density fx to fy by phase separating in such a 
way. The relative amount of the two coexisting phases is then given by the lever rule, 
i.e. vaiv = b/a. 
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function of the polymer chemical potential 1,t, it is the same in coexisting phases. Thus 
to calculate the compositions (kc, and 4C2  of a pair of phases in equilibrium with each 
other, one needs only equate the colloid chemical potentials and osmotic pressures of 
the two phases at given ree 
free 	 free' 
UC(4C1,np ) = I1c(cc2,np 	
(6.22) 
free 	 free\ H(qci,np )=H(c2,flp ) 
Once the colloid volume fractions in these phases have been found, one can then obtain 
the corresponding polymer concentrations from: 
free npi = 
(6.23) 
free = c(c2)n 
Results 
When we introduced the concept of the common tangent construction in figure 6.4, 
we chose a simple situation with only two phases c and /3 - two single-minimum free 
energy density curves. In colloid-polymer mixtures, a situation might arise when one 
of the curves exhibits two minima. This is illustrated in figure 6.5 showing a free 
energy density plot of the fluid branch of a colloid-polymer mixture where = 0.5, for 
different values of 	The light grey curve corresponds to the lowest value of 
and curves with darker shades correspond to increasing values of ree  As we can see, 
at low 	ree the curve shows a single minimum indicating that the phase is locally 
stable everywhere; possible coexistence with the crystal phase can then be determined 
as in figure 6.4. On increasing 	ree the curve shows a 'flat minimum region' around 
0.25 around which the system can fluctuate with very little free energy cost. This 
is around the critical point of the system. As is increased further, the curve 
develops a double minimum profile, indicating two distinct phases. By analogy with 
atomic systems, the low density phase is called a colloidal gas and the high density 
phase is called a colloidal liquid. The composition of each phase can be obtained via 
the common tangent construction (dotted lines). Now, for the full picture, one needs 
also to add the solid (crystal) branch to the free energy density plot, in which case 
not one but many common tangents may exist between the three phases. When this 
occurs, the equilibrium phase (or coexisting phases) will be that (those) with lowest 
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Figure 6.6: Free energy density profile of a colloid polymer mixture with large size ratio (> 
above the critical point and below the triple point. The lowest common tangents (black 
lines) define the equilibrium coexistence, between gas and liquid phases at 	and 	orql 
between liquid and crystal phases at and depending on the concentration of the 
system. The other possible common tangent (grey line) indicates metastable equilibrium 
between a gas and a liquid phase at and respectively.,tl 
the corresponding overall polymer number density n (in the total volume of the phase 
considered) in each phase X via n = 	= 0.5) x 
ree* 
In §6.1, we saw that the strength of the induced depletion attraction between the 
colloids is governed by the number ni,, of polymer coils added to a given suspension, 
but also that the range of the interaction is governed by , the polymer-colloid size 
ratio. One might therefore enquire about the effect of on the phase behaviour of 
these systems. 
In figures 6.7 (a) and (b), we have plotted the free energy density curves calculated for 
two colloid-polymer systems, with size ratios = 0.2 and 0.4, and effective polymer free 
volume fraction'1 ree = 0.37 and 0.46, respectively. The common tangents between 
phases in equilibrium coexistence are indicated by a black line and those between 
1 where the effective polymer free volume fraction corresponds to the volume fraction of polymer 
coils in the free volume, given by ,Pfree  = 
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Figure 6.7: (a), (b) Free energy density plots for two colloid-polymer mixtures with = 0.2, 
17~
free = 
0.37 and = 0.4, ,f
ree = 0.46. (c), (d) Theoretical phase diagrams plotted in the 
(cc, ree)..plane for size ratios = 0.2 and 0.4, respectively. (e), (f) Theoretical phase 




As we have seen in the previous chapter, a theoretical treatment of model colloid-
polymer mixtures predicts that the phase diagram topology is governed by the param-
eter , representing the ratio of the polymer radius of gyration to the particle radius 
R. For small values of , i.e. < 1/3, only a fluid-solid transition is expected, whereas 
for higher values, i.e. > 1/3, a liquid-gas transition with a critical and a triple point 
is also predicted. Qualitatively, these predictions are in reasonable agreement with 
various observations (cf. 6.3). 
However, more thorough experimental studies of the phase behaviour have revealed 
several noticeable differences from the theoretical predictions (Leal Calderon et al. 
[1993] and Ilett et al. [1995]). These concern the behaviour of the mixtures at large 
polymer concentrations, the positions of the phase boundaries and the value of the 
size ratio & at which the cross-over between the two types of phase behaviour is 
observed. The behaviour of mixtures at small size ratios ( 0.1) has been studied 
extensively in recent years, focusing primarily on large polymer concentrations, where 
the formation of non-equilibrium colloidal gels was observed (Poon et al. [1995], Poon 
et al. [1997], Meeker [1997] and Starrs [1999]). However, to our knowledge, no detailed 
study has been done closer to the cross-over size ratio 	'. In fact, there is no exact 
experimental value of 	available at present. Results from experiments, reported by 
Ilett et al. [1995] suggest that this cross-over occurs at a value of e < 0.24. Likewise, the 
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7.1.1 The colloid 
The colloidal particles consist of sterically stabilised PMMA spheres (cf. §4.1.1) sus-
pended in pure cis-decalin (n = 1.481). They were characterised by static light scat-
tering (cf. §4.1.2); the values for the radius, calculated from the position of the first 
minimum of the measured form factor, and from the position of the main Bragg peak 
in the measured powder diffraction pattern, are R = 142nm and 146nm, respectively. 
The refractive index of cis-decalin is sufficiently far from that of the particles (n 1.48 
and apart  1.50) to neglect core-shell effect in the form factor (discussed in §3.1.3); 
therefore we can assume that both methods measure the same radius, i.e. the effective 
radius R = Rcore + dshe ll. We thus take the radius of the particles as being the average 
of these two values, i.e. R = 144 ± 2nm. This is the value we will use throughout this 
work. An estimate of the size polydispersity was also obtained, by fitting a theoretical 
form factor (integrated over a Gaussian distribution) to the measured form factor; we 
found a 6.5%. 
7.1.2 The polymer 
Two different polymer molecules were used in our experiments; both are linear polystyrene 
molecules, but of different molecular weights: M = 629, 500 and M = 995, 600. Ther-
modynamic and conformational properties of polymer molecules, can be very complex 
as they depend on a large number of variables - molecular weight of the polymer, tem-
perature, solvent quality, chain configuration (branching, etc ... ). Yet, the behaviour 
of linear polystyrenes in cis-decalin has been fully characterised by Berry [1966], who 
performed an extensive (experimental) study of dilute polystyrene solutions, investigat-
ing the properties of the polymer over a wide range of thermodynamic and molecular 
variables - from a Flory theta solvent to very good solvents, and molecular weights 
from 4 x 104 to 4 x 106 . 
At the (Flory) theta temperature*  T9, a polymer can be described by a Gaussian coil, 
or random flight chain. Therefore, at T9, the size of a polystyrene molecule depends 
*The  Flory theta temperature represents the temperature at which the steric excluded volume effect 
(repulsion) and attractions between monomers mutually cancel and the solution is virtually ideal (the 
analogue of the Boyle temperature for real gases). 
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simple hydrocarbon solvents) is given by Berry [1966] as 
TO  z = 0.00975 \/M (i - 
	
( 7.2) 
To first order in z, the radius of gyration r9 , of a molecule of polystyrene at temperature 
T, is then given by: 
= 1+ 	z+O(z2 ) 	 (7.3) 
r 2 	105 
However, as shown by the measurements made by Berry, this approximation is only 
accurate up to z 0.1, beyond which higher order terms in equation 7.3 need to be 
taken into account. 
We performed experiments at different temperatures, in the range of 15 to 35°C. Ac-
cordingly, the polymers are expected to have different properties. The corresponding 
values of z and r9 for both polymers used are summarised in tables 7.1 and 7.2. As we 
can see from table 7.2, the requirement of z < 0.1 limits the validity of equation 7.3 to 
a very small interval of temperatures, T9 = 12.2 < T < 15°C. For T > 15°C, the values 
of the radius of gyration of the polymers were obtained by interpolation from Berry's 
data (figure 12 of his report (1966)), which plots the expansion coefficient r g lr o as a 
function of the Fixman parameter z, for 0 < z < 10. 
Temperature, T / °C Fixman parameter, z Radius of gyration, r9 / nm 
12.2 	=T 0 21.9 	=r 
19 0.18 23.5 
25 0.33 24.2 
30 0.45 24.7 
Table 7.1: Properties of linear polystyrene molecules with M = 629, 500. 
See text for details. 
Note that the molecular weight M we have used up to now represents the weight 
average of the polymer molecular mass M. However, just like colloids, polymers have 
a certain degree of polydispersity in their molecular weight; unlike colloids, small poly -
mers tend to be less polydisperse than their larger counterparts. The polydispersity 
of polymers is normally expressed as a ratio of moments: MW /ME , where M and M 
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If we assume a narrow (a,. 9 < 0.1) and relatively symmetrical distribution of radii, the 
nth moment can be written in terms of the mean and the polydispersity Ur9 as 
(Pusey [1991]) 
[i + 
u(n_ 1) a] +0(0,3) 
	 (7.9) 
Equation 7.8 can now be rewritten to express the polydispersity in molecular weight in 
terms of the polydispersity in the ideal radius of gyration: 
= 
rg 4 [1 + a 9 ] 
= 4o 	 (7.10) 
i.e.  
orm 	1 /M 	
(7.11) 
The measurements performed by Berry [1966] indicate that equation 7.1 holds for 
ratios MW /M,, < 1.07. Additionally he found that the expansion coefficient 
was unaffected by polydispersity. The values of r 9 as quoted in tables 7.1 and 7.2 
represent weight averaged r9 . For these two polymers, the ratio MW /M,, quoted by the 
manufacturers is 1.03 for M = 629,500 and 1.04 for M = 995, 600. Therefore, from 
equation 7.11, the corresponding polydispersities in the radius of gyration are found to 
be a,.9(M=629,500) 	9% and 0 ,. 9 (M995,600) 	10%. 
7.2 Sample preparation 
The colloid-polymer samples were prepared by mixing together pre-calculated masses 
of calibrated colloid and polymer stock solutions. 
The volume fraction of the colloid stock was initially adjusted so as to obtain crystal-
fluid coexistence. It was subsequently calibrated, by plotting the sediment height versus 
time and extrapolating the boundary height line to zero time (cf. §4.2.2). 
Each polymer stock solution was prepared by dissolving a known mass of dry polymer 
MP, in a known mass of cis-decalin m,.,j, by slow prolonged tumbling. The correspond-
ing polymer concentration C (in g.cm 3) was then obtained directly by dividing the 
polymer mass m 3 by the volume of cis-decalin Vcd, calculated from the literature value 
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Figure 7.2: Schematic of the square cells used to study the phase behaviour of the colloid- 
polymer mixtures. 
light, preparation of the stock involves weighing very small masses ( 0.05-0.1g), which 
results in a rather large uncertainty in C of +1%. However, these uncertainties only 
ever result in absolute (or systematic) errors. Samples made from the same stocks will 
therefore be affected the same - not affected relatively. 
Solvent evaporation was accounted for by weighing and recalibrating the stocks accord-
ingly before each use. The sealed samples were also weighed regularly to check upon 
any solvent evaporation. In general, evaporation proved negligible over periods as long 
as a few months. 
Accordingly, the accuracy in the relative concentrations of colloid and polymer of dif-
ferent samples is limited only by the weighing errors, estimated at 1%. 
7.3 Phase behaviour 
A series of samples spanning a range of colloid volume fractions 0.15 < qc 	0.52 
and a (relatively) high range of polymer concentrations 3.5 < C, 6.5 x 10 3g.cm 3 
were prepared for each polymer. Their behaviour was then studied visually at three 
different temperatures, 19, 25 and 30°C, using a water bath whose temperature was 
controlled to typically +0.5°C. The samples were subsequently diluted by addition of 
small amounts of cis-decalin or polymer stock, rehomogenized by extensive tumbling 
and their behaviour studied again at the same three temperatures. The last step was 
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Figure 7.3: Experimental phase diagrams for polymer with M = 629, 500. The vertical 
axis represents the polymer concentration Ci,, expressed in mg.cm 3 , and the horizontal 
axis the colloid volume fraction Oc. The significance of the symbols is as given in the 
legend, to the right of the graphs. The various lines were drawn in as guides to the eye for 
the approximate locations of the phase boundaries. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 7.5: Schematic of a fluid-crystal coexistence sample. (a) The top fluid phase is 
separated from the sedimented crystal phase by a curved interface. (b) Wall-crystal patterns 
are observed on the plane surfaces of the sample cell. 
throughout the whole sample volume or just at the walls (and fell under gravity). 
Within a day or two the crystallites (bulk and/or wall) had settled under gravity 
leaving supernatant colloidal fluid separated from the polycrystalline phase by well 
defined curved boundaries, as shown schematically in figure 7.5 (a). Wall crystals 
were also observed, but did not appear to completely cover the walls; instead we could 
discern 2—D patterns on the wall surfaces, see figure 7.5 (b). In the phase diagrams of 
figures 7.3 and 7.4, such behaviour is represented by filled circles, and the dashed lines 
indicate the polymer concentration above which it was seen. 
At slightly higher polymer concentration, samples showed three phase coexistence. In 
these samples, once phase separation appeared complete, the top phase looked much 
like the fluid phase seen before, i.e. homogeneous, but clearer (more dilute: lower çi5c). 
The middle phase also looked fluid-like, but much more turbid (more concentrated) 
than the top one. Both phases were separated by a sharp flat interface. The bottom 
phase showed iridescence under white light illumination and looked fully crystalline. 
The meniscus separating this polycrystalline sediment from the above amorphous phase 
was well defined, but again curved. As we tipped the sample gently to one side, both 
amorphous phases were observed to flow easily, see figure 7.6. We therefore identify 
geometry of the cell and the effect of gravity throughout the phase separation process, the sample may 
or may not ever reach its true thermodynamic equilibrium state. 
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Higher concentrations of polymer gave samples showing gas-crystal coexistence. In 
these samples, the phase separation was significantly faster. Colloidal crystallites began 
to be visible very shortly ( 1 hour) after mixing, and within a day the crystallites had 
settled under gravity, leaving supernatant colloidal gas separated from the crystal phase 
by well defined flat boundaries, see schematic in figure 7.7. Samples which exhibited 
this behaviour are represented by squares in the phase diagrams plotted in figures 7.3 
and 7.4. The approximate phase boundary separating this type of behaviour from the 
fluid-crystal and gas-liquid-crystal phase separations is drawn as a solid black line. In 
this region, we also observed the size of the crystallites forming the lower phase to 
decrease dramatically at increasing polymer concentrations. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 7.8: Schematic of a collapsed gel. (a) A dense amorphous sediment is separated 
from a clear supernatant. Cracks and channels can be seen throughout the sediment. (b) 
The channels create volcano-like structures at the surface of the sediment. 
Finally, at the highest polymer concentrations, crystallisation was not observed. In-
stead, the samples remained in single phases, visually similar to the fluid samples 
observed at lower polymer concentrations, for a few hours after homogenisation. Then, 
quite suddenly, fast settling was observed, leaving a clear supernatant devoid of parti-
cles (or a very dilute gas in samples at lower Cr). This behaviour resembled very much 
that of gels, reported in Poon et al. [1995], Poon et al. [1997], Meeker [1997] and Starrs 
[1999]. During the settling, we could observe cracks and channels forming throughout 
the sediment, and small volcano-like structures forming at the surface. This is schema-
tised in figure 7.8. At the cessation of the rapid settling, the sediment was observed 
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Figure 7.9: Effect of the temperature on the position of the phase boundaries. (a) Experi-
mental phase boundaries for colloid and polymer M = 629, 500, reproduced from figures 
7.3 (a) and (c), corresponding to 19 and 30°C. (b) Experimental phase boundaries for col-
bid and polymer M = 629, 500, reproduced from figures 7.4 (a) and (c), corresponding 
to 19 and 30°C. In both cases, the topology of the phase diagrams is identical, and the 
rise in temperature only shifts the boundaries down, to lower polymer concentrations. 
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4.75mg.cm 3 . We examined their phase behaviour over a range of temperatures 17 
T < 33°C, in 2°C intervals. Each time, the samples were remixed by prolonged tumbling 
before being left to equilibrate at the new temperature in the temperature bath. The 
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Figure 7.11: The effect of temperature on the phase behaviour. The different samples 
have the same colloid volume fraction, Oc = 0.25, and varying polymer concentration 
Ci,,, as indicated on the vertical axis, in mg.cm 3 (polymer used: M = 995, 600). The 
significance of the symbols is as given to the right of the graph. The various lines were 
drawn in as guides to the eye to observe the effect of temperature on the phase boundaries. 
Upon increasing C,,, the same sequence of phase behaviour as that described earlier 
is recovered at each temperature, i.e. fluid, fluid + wall crystals, fluid + crystal, gas 
+ liquid + crystal, gas + crystal and gel. Three-phase coexistence is observed at all 
temperatures over a very narrow range of polymer concentrations, suggesting that the 
apparent absence of three-phase coexistence in the phase diagrams constructed at 19°C 
is simply due to the samples in that diagram 'missing' the three-phase region entirely. 
The main effect of temperature is to shift the whole sequence of behaviour; as the 
temperature is increased, it is shifted downwards (to lower Cr), so that increasing 
temperature effectively reduces the amount of polymer needed to cause phase sepa-
ration. This was also observed by Poon et al. [1993], in mixtures with a lower size 
ratio ( 0.06) and a fixed colloid concentration 'Ic = 0.2. However, the authors 
also reported a significant variation in the size of the coexistence region upon changing 
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priori, be reduced to the swelling of the polymers only. What we observe here may 
just be due to a cancellation of effects, for example, and remains an empirical result. 
Nevertheless, it indicates that the small variation in the size ratio of the system, from 
0.20 at 17°C to 0.22 at 33°C, does not have a significant effect on the topology 
of the phase diagram. It also shows how temperature can be used to move from one 
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Figure 7.12: The effect of temperature on the phase behaviour. The different samples have 
the same colloid volume fraction, 0C = 0.25, and varying polymer concentration C. The 
vertical axis plots the volume fraction of polymer, C/C, where C* is the polymer overlap 
concentration, calculated for each temperature from the corresponding (expanded) polymer 
radius of gyration. 
7.3.2 Kinetics of phase separation 
To elucidate the implications of the unusual sequence of phase behaviours observed, we 
studied the kinetics of phase separation by time-lapse video recording, and simultaneous 
frame grabbing (Haw [1997]) at regular time intervals during the phase separation 
processes. 
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screen 	 Condenser 	Object plane 	Objective 	Back focal plane 
of objective 
Figure 7.13: schematic of the optics used for time-resolved observation of phase separation. 
The optics at the front of the sample provide collimated white light illumination, and those 
at the back project the light transmitted image of the sample onto a CCD camera, for digital 
image grabbing and time-lapsed video recording. For dark-field imaging, a small beam stop 
is inserted at the back focal plane of the objective lens so as to block all unscattered light 
from the illumination beam. 
an angle of incidence corresponding to the main Bragg angle of the crystals. 
Due to the refractive index difference between the particles and the solvent (flpart 1.50 
and n80 	1.48), the suspensions appear quite turbid. To facilitate observation, we 




Figure 7.14: Schematic of the thin rectangular cells used for the observations of phase 
separation kinetics. 
To control the temperature, and keep it stable throughout the phase separation pro-
cess, the sample cells were placed in an enclosed water bath fitted with a temperature-
controlled water-circulating unit. Over the range of temperatures operated, 15 <T < 
35°C, the temperature in the enclosed chamber was regulated to +0.2°C. For each 
experiment, the sample was homogenized by prolonged tumbling and brought to the 
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Figure 7.15: Phase separation behaviour of sample A at 21.0°C. FRAME 1: corresponds 
to time t = 0 (straight after homogenization), the sample is homogeneous. FRAME 2 
(t = 24h): the sample looks identical, i.e. fluid-like; however, when shining a light, one can 
observe iridescence on the walls of the cell, which indicates the presence of wall crystals. 
only after 3 to 4 days can we observe a slight gravitational settling of the particles, 
near the meniscus. 
As shown in figure 7.17, at 23.0°C, the phase behaviour is almost identical. The bulk of 
the sample remains homogeneous and fluid-like. However, the coating of wall crystals 
appears thicker now, especially along the corners of the cell. After a day or so, some of 
the corner/wall crystals start falling, under gravity, and pile up in the bottom corners 
of the cell. 
Figure 7.18 illustrates the phase behaviour of sample A at 25°C. At this temperature, 
the final state of the sample consists of a fluid-crystal coexistence. However, no bulk 
phase separation is clearly observed; crystals can be seen to grow along the corners and 
walls of the cell and subsequently peel off the surfaces and fall onto the bottom of the 
container, while new wall crystals grow, then fall, forming a stratified (in bright-field 
illumination) crystalline sediment. 
The phase behaviour of sample A at 27°C is illustrated in figure 7.19. In this case, the 
sample is observed to undergo an initial separation process whereby a small amount of 
dilute (colloid-poor) fluid and almost simultaneously a small amount of crystal phase 
are formed; two interfaces, between a dilute and a denser fluid phases and between the 
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Figure 7.17: Phase separation behaviour of sample A at 23.0°C. FRAME 1: corresponds 
to time t = 0 (straight after homogenization), the sample is homogeneous. FRAME 2 
(t = 38h): the bulk of the sample looks essentially identical; however there is now a very 
small crystalline sediment at the bottom (corners) of the cell. These crystals were nucleated 
along the corners and walls of the cell, and subsequently fell under gravity. 
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Figure 7.18: Phase separation behaviour of sample A at 25.0°C. FRAME 1 (t = 0): sample 
is homogeneous. FRAME 2 (t = 12h): grainy aspect of sample indicates presence of wall 
crystals. FRAME 3 (t = 24h): corner and wall crystals start peeling off surfaces of cell and 
pile up at bottom. FRAME 4 (t = 36h): surface crystals keep falling down, generating a 
significant stratum-like collection of crystals at bottom of cell, separated from the upper 
fluid phase by a curved interface. FRAME 5 (t = 62h): final fluid-crystal coexistence. 
denser fluid phase and a polycrystalline sediment, can be seen. The separation process 
then comes to a halt and corner and wall crystals are seen to nucleate inside the denser 
fluid phase. The initial fluid-fluid interface disappears and the corner/wall crystals 
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Figure 7.20: Phase separation behaviour of sample A at 29.0°C. FRAME 1 (t = 0): sample 
is homogeneous. FRAME 2 (t = 15mins): sample is still homogeneous looking but more 
turbid. FRAME 3 (t = 3h): metastable 3-phase coexistence; very small amount of 'gas' at 
the top, major 'liquid' phase, and very small crystalline sediment at the bottom. FRAME 
4 (t = 5h): more crystals nucleate along the corners of the cell and shower down to the 
bottom. FRAME 5 (t = iOh): 'gas-liquid interface' blurred and grainy texture, indicating 
the presence of wall crystals. FRAME 6 (t = 23h): corner/wall crystals accumulated at 
bottom of cell. FRAME 7 (t = 44h): final fluid-crystal coexistence. 
tallisation process. At this point (FRAME 5), the separation process appears to slow 
down, the upper interface becomes diffuse and wall crystals nucleate from the fluid 
phases, especially in the lower denser phase. This denser fluid phase slowly disappears 
leaving behind dilute fluid ('gas') and surface crystals; it is not obvious as to whether 
any bulk crystallisation also takes place or whether crystals only nucleate along the 
corners and walls of the cell, and subsequently collapse onto the bottom. The final 
sample consists of an upper single fluid phase and a stratified crystalline sediment at 
the bottom. 
Figure 7.22 illustrates the phase behaviour of sample A at 33°C. Almost immediately 
after homogenization, the sample becomes more turbid, vigorous large-scale vertical 
flow is observed and a dilute fluid phase emerges at the top of the sample. The amount 
of dilute phase increases quite rapidly and a crystalline sediment is also formed in the 
denser phase. The denser fluid phase is then slowly consumed by a mixture of bulk 
and surface crystallisation, and eventually disappears, leaving behind an upper dilute 
fluid phase and a polycrystalline sediment. 
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Figure 7.22: Phase separation behaviour of sample A at 33.0°C. FRAME 1 (1 = 0): sample 
is homogeneous. FRAME 2 (t = 30mins): sample more turbid and vigorous large-scale 
vertical flow observed. FRAME 3 (t = lh): appearance of a 'gas-liquid interface'; flow in 
lower phase. FRAME 4 (t = 2h): amount of 'gas' phase has increased and a crystalline 
sediment has formed at the bottom. FRAME 5 (t = 5h): large increase in the amount of 
'gas' and crystal phases at the expense of the parent 'liquid' phase. FRAME 6 (t = lOh): 
'gas-liquid' interface sharpens, and phase separation process slows down. FRAMES 7, 8, 
9 (t = 15, 20, 35h): metastable 'liquid' phase disappears leaving behind 'gas' and crystal 
(bulk and surface crystallisation). FRAME 10 (t = 52h): final fluid-crystal coexistence. 
sediment appears at the bottom of the cell. The fluid-fluid interface becomes diffuse 
and the denser fluid phase vanishes leaving behind an upper dilute fluid and a lower 
polycrystalline phase separated by a sharp flat interface. This interface subsequently 
lowers somewhat, indicating a decrease in the volume of the crystalline phase. 
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Figure 7.24: Phase separation behaviour of sample B at 15.8°C. FRAME 1 (t = 0): sample 
is homogeneous. FRAME 2 (t = 15mins): still homogeneous looking but more turbid. 
FRAME 3 (t = 2h): appearance of a 'gas-liquid' interface and simultaneous crystal nucle-
ation at the corners under the meniscus. FRAME 4 (t = 8h): 'gas-liquid interface' blurred, 
and corner/wall crystals have sedimented to the bottom of the cell. FRAME 5 (t = 50h): 
final fluid-crystal coexistence. 
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Figure 7.25: Phase separation behaviour of sample B at 17.8°C. FRAME 1 (t = 0): sample 
is homogeneous. FRAME 2 (t = 30mins): increase in turbidity followed by formation 
of large-scale vertical flow patterns and appearance of a 'gas-liquid interface'. FRAME 3 
(t = 2.5h): amount of 'gas' phase has increased and crystals nucleate in the lower ('liquid') 
phase, mainly along the corners of the cell. FRAME 4 (t = 6.5h): further increase in the 
amount of gas' phase and end of crystallisation process. FRAMES 5,6 (t = 12, 20h): 
'liquid' phase disappears leaving behind dilute fluid and crystal (surface crystallisation). 
FRAME 7 (t = 50h): final fluid-crystal coexistence. 
Figure 7.27 illustrates the phase behaviour of sample B at 20.1°C. Again, almost im-
mediately after homogenization, the sample appears more turbid, vigorous vertical flow 
is observed and a dilute fluid phase emerges at the top of the sample. The amount of 
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Figure 7.27: Phase separation behaviour of sample B at 20.1°C. FRAME 1 (t = 0): sample 
is homogeneous. FRAME 2 (t = 30mins): increase in turbidity followed by formation 
of vigorous large-scale vertical flow patterns and appearance of a 'gas-liquid interface'. 
FRAME 3 (t = 4h): increase in the amount of 'gas' phase and appearance of a 'liquid-
crystal interface'. FRAME 4 (t = lOh): 'liquid' phase has disappeared, leaving behind 
dilute fluid and crystal. FRAME 5 (t = 66h): final fluid-crystal coexistence. 
Figure 7.28: Phase separation behaviour of sample B at 21.0°C. FRAME 1 (1 = 0): sample 
is homogeneous. FRAME 2 (t = 30mins): increase in turbidity followed by formation of 
strong large-scale vertical flow patterns and appearance of a 'gas-liquid interface'. FRAME 
3 (t = lh): increase in the amount of 'gas' phase, very small crystallites can be seen 
throughout the lower phase. FRAME 4 (t = 1.5h): 'liquid' phase is disappearing, leaving 
an upper dilute fluid ('gas') separated from a crystalline lower phase by a sharp interface. 
FRAMES 5. 6 (t = 2, 12h): 'gas' escapes from the lower crystalline phase. FRAME 7 
(t = 41h): final fluid-crystal coexistence. 
Sample C (c = 0.32, C = 2.98mg.cm 3): 
The phase behaviour of sample C at 15.8°C, is illustrated in figure 7.29. A few hours 
after homogenization, crystals nucleate along the corners of the cell, and then on the 
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Figure 7.30: Phase separation behaviour of sample C at 17.7°C. FRAME 1 (t = 0): sample 
is homogeneous. FRAME 2 (t = 30mins): increase in turbidity and crystal nucleation 
at the upper sides/corners of the cell. FRAME 3 (i = 2h): appearance of a gas-liquid 
interface' and formation of large-scale vertical flow patterns of crystal nuclei falling down 
and gas bubbles rising up. FRAME 4 (t = 7h): increase in the amount of gas' phase 
and appearance of a polycrystalline sediment at the bottom of the cell (bulk + corner 
crystallisation). FRAMES 5, 6 (t = 14,24h): wall crystals nucleate and liquid' phase 
disappears. FRAME 7 (t = 48h): wall crystals start peeling off the surfaces of the cell. 
FRAMES 8, 9 (t = 66h; front and back wall of the cell): patterns on the surface formed 
by the collapse of wall crystals. FRAME 10 (t = 86h): final fluid-crystal coexistence. 
while crystals nucleate in the denser phase; a large crystalline sediment is quickly formed 
at the bottom of the sample. The denser fluid phase disappears, leaving behind dilute 
fluid and crystal (including a large amount of corner/wall crystals). The volume of the 
crystal phase then decreases somewhat and corner/wall crystals fall onto the bottom, 
under the effect of gravity. 
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Figure 7.33: Phase separation behaviour of sample C at 22.2°C. i'It\IE I (t = 0): sample 
is homogeneous. FRAME 2 (t = lh): increase in turbidity followed by formation of strong 
vertical flow patterns and appearance of a 'gas-liquid interface'. FRAME 3 (t = 3h): 
amount of 'gas' phase has increased and crystals nucleate in the lower ('liquid') phase. 
FRAME 4 (t = 7h): further increase in the amount of 'gas' phase and appearance of 
a lower ('liquid-crystal') interface. FRAMES 5, 6 (t = 12, 18h): wall crystals nucleate 
within the 'liquid' phase which then disappears. FRAME 6 (t = 60h): final fluid-crystal 
coexistence. 
Figure 7.34: Phase separation behaviour of sample C at 23.5°C. FRAME I (t = 0): sample 
is homogeneous. FRAME 2 (t = 30mins): increase in turbidity followed by formation of 
strong vertical flow patterns and appearance of a 'gas-liquid interface'. FRAME 3 (t = 2h): 
amount of 'gas' phase has increased and crystals have nucleated throughout the whole lower 
phase. FRAME 4 (t = 12h): 'gas' escapes from the lower crystalline phase. FRAME 5 
(t = 44h): final fluid-crystal coexistence. 
The phase behaviours of sample C at 22.2 and 23.5°C, illustrated in figures 7.33 and 
7.34, are also very similar to those observed at slightly lower temperatures; the be- 
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becomes less than the 'diameter' of the polymer coils (2rg ). This effective attractive 
force between the particles results from the expulsion (or depletion) of the polymer 
from the regions between the particles, which gives rise to an anisotropy of the local 
osmotic pressure. 
At a hard wall, there should also be a depletion layer inside of which the center of a 
polymer is excluded. Therefore as a colloidal particle approaches the wall, the overlap 
between the depletion layer surrounding the particle and that of the wall will also 
induce an attractive depletion force between the particle and the wall. 
These two types of depletion interactions are schematised in figure 7.35. The volume 
of the overlap region is larger for a particle near a wall than for two particles near 
each other. This is illustrated more clearly in figure 7.36 (in 2—D), where we see that 
for a particle near a wall the overlap region is approximately twice as large as for two 
particles near each other. In fact, these quantities are functions of the relative sizes of 
the depletion layer and the sphere, i.e. the polymer to colloid size ratio, . If we derive 
expressions for the overlap volumes corresponding to the two situations, we find that 
the overlap volume for the sphere-plane case, Vsp, is always greater than that for two 
spheres, VSS, see figure 7.37 (a). By plotting the ratio of the two volumes Vsp/Vss 
as a function of , we can see that for very small size ratios, << 1, the ratio of the 
overlap volumes tends towards 2, and as is increased, Vsp/Vss decreases very slowly, 
see figure 7.37 (b). For example, in our case, where the size ratio is 	0.2, we find 
Vsp/Vss 	1.88. More generally, this shows that at all size ratios the particles are 
more attracted to the walls than to each other. 
Due to the stronger attraction at the walls, the particles are more likely to stay close 
to the walls, and form an adsorbed layer. Within this surface layer, the particles 
also experience a depletion attraction between themselves, which will in turn lead to 
the formation of close-packed planes of particles (2—D crystals) along the walls, in 
coexistence with a 2—D fluid of particles. Once these 2—D crystallites are nucleated, 
they can seed additional crystalline layers, and extend some distance into the bulk. 
Due to the significant difference in the strength of the depletion attraction acting upon 
a particle near a wall, compared to that due to another particle, one would in fact 
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Figure 7.36: 2—D schematic of the overlap of the depletion regions between spherical and 
plane surfaces; (a) for two particles (disks) near each other and (b) for a particle near a 
hard wall. The volume of the overlap in (b) is approximately twice that in (a). 
Kose and Hachisu [1976]. They observed "faint iridescent colors" along the walls of the 
sample tubes at polymer concentrations well below that required for bulk separation, 
as well as "brilliant iridescent speckles" on the walls, upon increasing polymer concen-
tration1I. Wall crystallisation was also reported more recently, by Gast et al. [1986], 
for a latex and hydroxyethylcellulose aqueous system. They observed some "intense 
iridescence" on the walls of the sample vials within the single-phase fluid region, near 
the (bulk) phase boundary. 
Fluid-crystal transitions on walls have also been observed in binary colloidal mixtures, 
(cf. Kaplan et al. [1994], Dinsmore et al. [1995]). In fact, such systems have also been 
treated theoretically (cf. Poon and Warren [1994], Dinsmore et al. [1997]); both sets-of 
results predict freezing at the wall for concentrations of small particles well below the 
point at which freezing occurs in the bulk and therefore compare favourably with the 
experimental observations. The relative positions of the wall and bulk phase transition 
boundaries predicted in both cases agree qualitatively well with the experimental data, 
however, the absolute positions are too low. Other differences regard the extent of 
surface coverage and the thickness of the adsorbed crystals. Theory predicts a total 
surface coverage by the adsorbed crystals while experimentally Kaplan et al. [1994] 
observed Bragg scattering from discrete areas on the surface and using microscopy 
observed polycrystalline regions only a few millimetres across, and Dinsmore et al. 
[1995] reported 1-50% crystal coverage with 5-500 particles per plane. The thickness of 
'Nevertheless, these authors did not invoke depletion to explain their observations. 
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Observed wall effect 
If we now go back to our direct visual observations, we will recall that wall crystals 
were observed, under white light illumination, in many of our samples. Iridescence 
on the walls was observed at polymer concentrations well below that for bulk phase 
separation (above the dotted lines in figures 7.3 and 7.4). The observations carried out 
in bright-field illumination even reveal an enhancement of the process upon increasing 
polymer concentration (or indeed temperature), as the bulk freezing line is approached. 
First, only a thin ordered coating**  is observed ( experimental wall phase transition 
line), then, as the polymer concentration (or the temperature) is increased, the surface 
crystals are observed to grow thicker into the bulk, and finally, above a certain polymer 
concentration, the corner/wall crystals eventually break off the surfaces and fall onto 
the bottom of the cell, forming a crystalline sediment (e.g. see figures 7.15, 7.17 and 
7.18 pp.  187-189). 
On such a macroscopic level of observations, it is impossible to determine the extent of 
surface coverage by the crystals, their structure(s), or their exact thickness. However, 
it is clear that they can grow several layers thick. In fact, as we mentioned above, the 
crystals eventually break free from the surfaces and, under the effect of gravity, fall onto 
the bottom of the cell. Therefore, by measuring the average sedimentation velocity Vsed 
of individual surface crystallites, from the time-lapse video recordings, we can calculate 
a rough estimate of their average size. The average sedimentation velocity is found to 
be V 3 €d 2 x 10 5 m.s 1 . If we then obviate the complex shapes of the crystallites 
by considering crystalline spheres of average radius Rx, and equate the gravitational 
force, acting downwards on the spheres, to the hydrodynamic drag of the solvent, we 
find: 
2 RtçbLpg 
Vsed 	 (7.13) 
where zç = Ox - 4j, i.e. the difference in the volume fraction of the crystallites and 
that of the surrounding fluid, Lp is the difference in density between the particles and 
the suspension medium and 'ij is the viscosity of the suspension. 
**Although it would be tempting to talk about a monolayer, we cannot state with certitude whether 
it is the case; optical microscopy would be an obvious tool to obtain such microscopic details. 
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the wall. The force of adhesion to the wall per unit area is therefore -E4 	1N.m 2 . 
The yield stress, oy,  for colloidal crystals is given approximately by /3G, where G is 
the elastic modulus of the crystal and typically 0 = 10_1 - 10 3 . G can be estimated 
from simple dimensional arguments, i.e. G oc Force = lu For e x Distance 	
Energy , 
Area Volume Vome 
where the energy is typically of the order of a few kT per particle, so that G 1N.m 2 
and cr 10 2 N.m 2 . Therefore, this indicates that the surface crystals do not actually 
detach themselves from the walls but rather that the crystals themselves break, once 
they exceed a critical size of 1 - 2 x 102  particles across. 
It is very probable that other factors also contribute to the process. It is likely, for 
example, that the surface crystals contain defects, or lattice imperfections. These types 
of local inhomogeneities could indeed lead to easier fracture of the crystals, under the 
effect of gravity. One such broken piece of crystal would then initiate a 'cascade' 
effect during its fall. Such 'avalanche' or 'cascade' events are indeed seen on the video 
recordings. 
'Corner' effect 
It is also interesting at this point to consider what may happen along the corners be-
tween meeting walls. As we mentioned earlier (pp.  186), surface crystals were observed 
to first nucleate in this corner region. This can be understood by considering the mag-
nitude of the overlap volume as a colloid approaches a 'corner' (see figure 7.35). This 
overlap volume is almost twice as large as that for a particle near a wall (minus the 
volume of the cornermost region inaccessible to the particles and the polymer coils). 
We may therefore expect that particles 'wandering' in this region will get trapped, and 
we can conceive the formation of lines of particles along the corners. These lines of 
particles against the walls may in turn result in the formation of 2—D crystals along 
both meeting walls - just as those expected to form in the case of a simple hard wall. 
This simplified crystallisation mechanism is schematised in figure 7.38. However, as 
we can see, due to the right angle confinement, growth into the bulk cannot proceed 
in a close-packed stacking of the close-packed layers. Instead, the additional planes of 
particles are constrained to pack less tightly, i.e. with the particles in the next layer 
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sitting in the dips between two particles instead of the troughs between three particles, 
as in close-packed structures (see figure 7.39). 
0 ~3. Tq 
Figure 7.39: Structure of the crystals expected to form in the corners. 
This hypothesis, however, remains to be confirmed by experiments. To our knowledge, 
there has not been any such study done so far. It would certainly be interesting to find 
out whether such crystal structures can be seen in the corners and if so, how far they 
extend into the bulk before switching to a more stable close-packed structure. 
Corner crystals have however been observed in binary mixtures, by Dinsmore and Yodh 
[1999]. They studied the behaviour of polystyrene spheres of two different sizes near 
a faceted silicon substrate, using optical microscopy, and observed "prefreezing" of the 
large spheres in the corners; large-sphere crystallites were seen to nucleate along the 
corners and to grow out along the fiat surfaces before crystals nucleated on the flat 
surfaces or in the bulk. However, the silicon substrate was pyramid shaped, hence one 
would expect a different crystal structure from that discussed above, confined to a right 
angle. 
Surface and bulk behaviour - Interpretation of the phase diagrams 
Let us now go back to the phase diagram. Figure 7.40 reproduces the phase behaviour 
observed at 25°C with the larger polymer. The dotted line indicates the position of 
the samples where wall crystals are first observed, i.e. the wall phase transition line. 
The dashed line indicates the polymer concentration above which the wall crystals have 
grown so far into the bulk they start to break off the surfaces and fall onto the bottom of 
the cell, resulting in what looks like fluid-crystal coexistence, but where no homogeneous 
crystal nucleation is clearly observed in the bulk of the sample. Bulk phase separation 
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with < 	, at polymer concentration high enough to cross the metastable gas-liquid 
binodal is reproduced schematically in figure 7.41. The lowest common tangent can 
be drawn between the gas and solid minima, indicating that the equilibrium is gas-
crystal. However, there exists also a higher common tangent between the gas and the 
liquid minima, indicating a possible metastable gas-liquid coexistence during the course 
of the phase separation (Poon et al. [2000]). For samples with colloid concentrations 
qfi < c < 02, the tangent a to the fluid branch at 0 is above all three minima, i.e. 
positive free energy is available to precipitate out infinitesimal amounts of gas, liquid 
or crystal. The second derivative of the free energy density with respect to 0 is also 
negative in this region, so that the homogeneised fluid is unstable to local density 
fluctuations - this region is delineated by the locus of the inflection points on the fluid 
branch which make the gas-liquid spinodal line. Since spinodal decomposition is fast 
(no energy barrier), samples in this region might be expected to undergo gas-liquid 
spinodal decomposition first, and then crystals are expected to nucleate from within 
the denser liquid phase. However, since no common tangent can be drawn between 
the liquid and crystal minima, no stable local interface between the crystallites and 
the surrounding liquid is possible. Thus, the system is expected to nucleate crystallites 
that are coated by a layer of gas which coexists in local equilibrium with both the 
crystallite and the surrounding liquid. 
At colloid concentrations 03 < 0 < 01 , the tangent b to the fluid branch is below the gas 
minimum but above both the liquid and the crystal minima. The system can therefore 
nucleate liquid droplets or gas-coated crystals, either sequentially or simultaneously. 
Similarly, at higher colloid concentrations, 42 < 4 < 04 , the tangent to the fluid 
branch lies above both the gas and crystal minima, i.e. the system can now nucleate 
gas bubbles or gas-coated crystals, sequentially or simultaneously. 
This two-step fluid-crystal phase separation, and in particular the scenario correspond-
ing to the region inside the spinodal, fits indeed very well with the phase separation ob-
served in bright-field illumination in sample A at T > 31°C, in sample B at T > 17.8°C 
and in sample C at T > 19.4°C (cf. 7.3.2). Let us illustrate this with one individual 
example, that of sample C at 22.2°C, cf. figure 7.33. Almost immediately after homog-
enization, the sample shows a fast increase in turbidity and vigorous large-scale vertical 
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phase volume. This observed phase behaviour therefore coincides well with what one 
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Figure 7.42: (a) Experimental phase boundaries for the system with polymer M = 995,600 
at 25°C, i.e. size ratio 	0.22. (b) Theoretical phase boundaries for a system with 
= 0.3 < &. The solid black line represents the fluid-crystal binodal and the solid grey 
rld 
line, the 'hidden' gas-liquid binodal. 
From the (Cr, c) locations of the samples showing this two-step fluid-crystal phase 
separation on the phase diagram ( 'gas-crystal': squares), we can therefore estimate 
the position of the metastable gas-liquid binodal. It is represented by the solid grey 
line in figure 7.42 (a), where we have also approximated the position of the equilibrium 
fluid-crystal binodal (solid black line), from the locations of the samples exhibiting fluid-
crystal coexistence via simple crystal nucleation and growth* ( 'fluid-crystal': black 
circles). As we can see, the hidden gas-liquid binodal lies very close to the fluid-crystal 
phase boundary. Their relative positions coincide well with the theoretical predictions 
for a system with a size ratio just below the cross-over value, cf. figure 7.42 (b). 
Note that this still does not explain the strange behaviour, resembling three-phase 
coexistence, observed in a few of the samples (triangles). However, we can now see 
that the small region where this behaviour is observed coincides more or less with the 
expected position of the critical point, which, as we have just seen, lies also very close to 
*As shown by the bright-field montages, crystals are actually nucleated primarily at the walls and 
corners of the cells, and then grow into the bulk (e.g. figure 7.30). 
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of the metastable fluid-fluid critical point with respect to the gelation line, and they 
show that it can be shifted out of the gel region by adding enough long-range attraction. 
If we now examine our experimentally determined gelation line and metastable gas-
liquid binodal, in figure 7.42, we can see that, although we do not know the exact po-
sition of the (metastable) critical point, because the gelation line lies so nearly parallel 
to the gas-liquid binodal, the critical point lies almost certainly outside the gel region. 
This therefore explains why we can experimentally observe a metastable gas-liquid 
phase separation, never observed in systems with lower size ratiost.  This metastable 
fluid-fluid phase separation is commonly observed in globular proteins (e.g. Schurten-
berger et al. [1989], Berland et al. [1992], Asherie et al. [1996], Muschol and Rosenberger 
[1997]). We have now shown that it can also be observed in colloid-polymer systems, 
for size ratios just below the cross-over value. 
7.4 Conclusions 
We have shown in the first part of this chapter that temperature can be used as a 
new parameter to shift the phase boundaries of a given colloid-polymer system, in a 
controlled manner. 
In the second part, through a detailed study of the phase behaviour of a system with a 
size ratio 0.21, we have made three new important findings. First, we have shown 
that the cross-over size ratio occurs at e > 0.21. 
Secondly, we have shown that surface crystallisation occurs at polymer concentrations 
well below those required for bulk crystallisation; measurements have also allowed us 
to position the wall freezing line on the phase diagram. 
Lastly, we have shown that increasing the size ratio of a colloid-polymer system, and 
therefore the range of the attractive interactions, can shift the metastable critical point 
out of the gel region so that equilibrium fluid-crystal samples above the metastable 
gas-liquid binodal exhibit a two-step phase separation. 
tDetailed studies of the phase behaviour of colloid-polymer mixtures have only previously been done 




In this chapter our main results and their significance are first reiterated, then some 
suggestions for future work are presented. 
8.1 Summary of results 
8.1.1 Ageing of the structure of colloidal hard-sphere crystals 
The aim of this work was to study the ageing of the crystal structure of hard sphere 
colloids near melting and, in particular, to investigate whether gravity has a determining 
influence on this structural ageing. 
The crystal structure was studied using the light scattering equivalent of powder X-ray 
crystallography. After nucleation and growth, the structure of the crystals was found 
to be random hexagonal close-packed, regardless of the magnitude of the gravitational 
forces imposed on the particles. However, thereafter the crystal structure was found to 
age differently depending on the force of gravity acting on the particles. 
In reduced 'gravity' conditions, obtained by (nearly) matching the density of the suspen-
sion medium to that of the particles, the structure of the crystals was found to remain 
rhcp over periods as long as several months. On the other hand, in 'normal' gravity 
conditions, a very slow rearrangement of the rhcp structure towards a more fcc-like 
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of the phase separation kinetics was performed, using bright and dark field imaging and 
time-lapse video recording. We observed surface crystallisation at concentrations well 
below those required for bulk crystallisation. This was also reported many years ago by 
Kose and Hachisu [1976] and more recently by Gast et al. [1986], but our measurements 
have now also allowed us to position the wall freezing line on the phase diagram. 
The phase diagram shows also the presence of an (equilibrium) fluid-crystal binodal, as 
is predicted by theory, and a non-equilibrium gel boundary, as found in colloid-polymer 
systems with lower size ratios (e.g. = 0.08 Poon et al. [1995]). The kinetic pathways 
observed during the course of the fluid-crystal phase separation observed here were 
however distinctly different from those reported at lower size ratios. Above a certain 
polymer concentration, the phase separation did not proceed via homogeneous crystal 
nucleation, but instead proceeded via a metastable gas-liquid phase separation. 
Metastable gas-liquid phase separation has never been reported before in colloid-polymer 
mixtures below the crossover size ratio. The metastable gas-liquid binodal was in fact 
conjectured to cause gelation observed in systems with low size ratios (Poon et al. 
[1995]). Here, we have shown that, at large enough size ratios, both metastable gas-
liquid phase separation and gelation can occur, which implies therefore that the oc-
curence of the metastable gas-liquid coexistence may be governed by the range of the 
interparticle attractions. 
8.2 Ideas for future work 
It is hoped that the work presented in this thesis will provide a basis for further study 
and understanding. Listed below are a few ideas for future work: 
• Perhaps the most obvious avenue for developing the work done on the crystal 
structure of hard spheres would be to perform a study of the ageing of the crystal 
structure using direct imaging techniques in real space. A technique such as 
confocal scanning laser microscopy, for example, could be used to learn more 
about the mechanisms of the observed stress-induced structural transition from 
rhcp to fcc. 
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Appendix 
Relation between S(Q) and g(r) 
According to equation 3.20 the static structure factor of a system of N particles in a 
volume V is given by 
NN 
S(Q) = 	 (.1) 
3=1 k=1 
Extracting the 'self term' j = k we obtain 
N N S(Q) =1+ 
	
(,iQ-(rj-rk)) 	 (.2) 
j=1 k54j, 1 
The summation term can then be written in terms of the pair correlation function 
g(ra , rb) integrated over all pairs of positions ra and rb: 
S(Q) = 1 + I N(N - 1)1 dra f drb &,,, rb) eiQ._rb) 	(.3) N V 2 
since 2Qr,, represents the number of particles in the volume element dr a at r a and 
g(ra , rb) N 1 drb the number of particles in the shell volume element drb at r, given 
that there is a particle at 
Usually the systems studied contain a large number of particles N and therefore N - 1 
can be approximated to N. Moreover, by assuming that the pair correlation function 
g(ra , rb) is only dependent on the vector r a — rb = rab the first integral (over ra ) can be 
evaluated separately, f dra = V. Finally, if we assume that the system is isotropic, the 
pair distribution function only depends on the distances r between pairs of particles. 
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